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through such understanding, and more reflexive research in an ongoing effort to resist 

institutional capture in terms of language, discourses, and actions is made possible through this 

research as text. 
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moral, or supportive of democratic citizenship is unclear – if these terms can even be considered 

synonymous. My curiosity regarding the intent and assumptions of general education in this 

policy was prompted.  

In addition to the varied interpretations that could result regarding the intent and 

assumptions of this policy, leeway was granted to the colleges regarding its operationalization.  

While the policy outlined the requirements for the numbers of courses to be completed by 

category of credential and the themes to be covered by the courses, the colleges had flexibility in 

the composition, mandated or elective nature, and mode of delivery, among other factors. Over 

time, the operationalization of Appendix C has resulted in diverse implementation models and 

efforts across the 24 CAATs. In this study, I explore the implementation of general education at 

Fontanel, one of the CAATs established by the province, not for purposes of evaluation, but as a 

way of explicating the institutional relations intrinsic to the implementation. I employ the 

methodology of institutional ethnography to focus on one particular process for my data 

gathering and analysis.  

In this chapter, I describe my standpoint in relation to general education as it is delivered 

at this one particular college of applied arts and technology. My standpoint leads to a discussion 

of my theoretical perspective as I undertake an exploration of general education within this 

single institution. I continue with a description of the context for the research, premised on my 

theoretical stance, as a foundation for presenting my research question. 

My Standpoint in Relation to General Education 

I selected Fontanel College as the site of this research due to my decade-long 

involvement in general education (Gen Ed) during my employment there. As a full-time 

employee of Fontanel, my involvement had taken the form of coordination of courses and of 
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More than once, I recognized a sense that something chafed (Campbell & Gregor, 2008) 

while completing the review of the courses as a committee member. I was taking part in a blitz: 

“an intensive or sudden military attack”, “a sudden, intensive, and concerted effort, typically on a 

particular task” (Blitz, 2016). The apparent need for suddenness and intensity was puzzling. The 

course outlines that were being reviewed were already being used to guide the curriculum of 

courses within the program undergoing PQR, having been approved at least six months before 

the academic year began. Furthermore, the course outlines performed as institution-level front-

facing documents across all sections of a course, functioning as a contract between the learner 

and the college. The alignment between the course outlines and the documents used in the 

sections, not to mention the alignment between those documents and the online course 

management system that represented the curriculum as actually realized, was left unexamined, 

given that it was outside of the committee’s scope. 

While I began to question the necessity and the value of the biannual blitz, which in truth 

comprised a large part of the committee’s workload, the definition, nature, and curriculum of a 

Gen Ed course also became less clear to me.  The very label of general education pointed to 

these courses being a valuable category of learning for college students in pursuit of their 

education. The descriptor of ‘general’ would mean that these courses would cover material of 

wider interest and applicability beyond narrow program demands, and most would certainly 

agree – or at least refrain from denying – that Fontanel’s students could only benefit from this 

sort of learning. From an ideological perspective at least, education is undeniably the mandate of 

every postsecondary educational institution. But I sensed some inconsistencies in my own beliefs 

as I fulfilled my various Gen Ed roles, for Fontanel was a college of applied arts and technology, 

and I reported to the chair of applied science and environmental technology, who in turn reported 
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to the dean of technology and trades. The faculty in which these Gen Ed courses were situated 

had a diverse portfolio dominated by programs traditionally perceived as the realm of a 

vocational college. 

As the time passed and I participated in the blitzes, I saw course outlines that were being 

reviewed as part of their program’s PQR looking much the same as they had five years prior 

when they last came up for review. Very little appeared to have changed as a result of the 

committee’s recommendations to bring the courses more in line with the Gen Ed policy. I rarely 

ended up providing curriculum support to coordinators in my department to act on 

recommendations on the basis of the blitz’s review, an expectation of committee members. In my 

various Gen Ed roles, I experienced and sometimes shared feelings of frustration and antagonism 

towards the policy with colleagues, administration, and students. I found the policy difficult to 

defend, the courses denigrated, the students resistant, and the faculty cynical to the point of being 

dismissive of the Gen Ed requirements, and I ended up suffering from what I labelled as ‘split 

discourse personality disorder’ (Surman, Notes from workshop, 2015) as I simultaneously saw 

the merits and the pitfalls in the activities that were considered the responsibility of the Gen Ed 

committee. 

I hypothesized that the unease of this discourse disorder stemmed from my participation 

in the mixed messaging of conflicting discourses surrounding the Gen Ed policy. My discomfort 

ebbed and flowed depending on whom I was reporting to and whether we shared the same ideas 

about Gen Ed as an ideal or concept, and, more broadly and indeterminately, the goals of 

education. Despite my ability to nimbly navigate the Gen Ed landscape (e.g. if a course outline 

contained the words “issues” and “values”, it was good enough to meet the policy’s requirements 
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decisions, and the ordering of these decisions, to conduct research as an interpretive critical 

poststructuralist (rather than as a poststructural criticalist, for example). 

However, not only is there a political dimension to the theoretical identification, given 

that “theories frame our vision of the world as it was, is, and might be” (Sears & Cairns, 2015, p. 

7), the politics continue into the particular features that I selected for the purposes of my 

research. I emphasize certain characteristics from each tradition while downplaying or ignoring 

others to further commensurability. Although the precise ingredients and their proportions 

shifted during the cycle of inquiry, I endeavored to remain conscious of the reasons for and the 

consequences of these selections, a reckoning that is encouraged through the identification of my 

research posture in Chapter 2. 

My posture as researcher that results from these intersections provides the defense for my 

methodology and methods in Chapter 3. This interpretive stance is characterized as a “co-

constructor of knowledge, of understanding and interpretation of the meaning of lived 

experiences” (Guba & Lincoln, 2005, p. 196). My attention is focused on how the enactors of the 

policy understand and interpret the policy and their experiences with the policy. My criticalist 

stance is also that of a transformative intellectual (Guba & Lincoln, 2005), as I explore the 

ideological superstructures (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) with which we interact in the form of 

social relations. And finally, my poststructuralist stance is that of a guide to the choices available 

to participants in terms of veracity, accuracy, and adequacy of representation (Smith D. E., 

1999). The language comprising the discourses of Gen Ed is unstable; as a researcher, I aim to 

illuminate some of that instability, and the reasons for it. 
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So, while the policymakers’ intentions and assumptions are of interest, the language of 

representation that they chose becomes a focal point, for this language affects the 

implementation. This language is shaped by certain philosophical understandings of education on 

the part of policymakers, and encourages (or discourages) certain meaning-making by academic 

administration and faculty at the college level. These unacknowledged problems of meaning 

inherent in the policy language exemplify larger questions about the aims of education and its 

place and function in society (Pring, 2007), placing this research in the wider field of educational 

sustainability.  

My Research Question of General Education and its Reflection in Discourses 

My training and experience as a technical communicator following an education in the 

liberal arts, specifically, the English language, coupled with a graduate education and experience 

in industrial relations, contributes to my interest in the rhetorical considerations of discourses, 

particularly the language used to mediate and make meaning of social and organizational 

relations. According to Smith (2015), the language coordinates the researcher’s subjectivity with 

other(s’) subjectivities in a linkage of the known and unknown; it functions within texts in 

action, in the very way that this checklist is in action in the review process. Thus, the checklist’s 

materiality as text and the way it comes into play allows me to describe more richly and deeply 

the knowledge that it creates (Smith D. E., 2015) and the social relations that it and the other 

texts mediate. This knowledge creation and mediation through discourses leads me to the main 

question to be explored by the research. 

I examine the context of the Gen Ed policy and its history, conceptions of citizenship 

education, and considerations of language from an interpretive critical poststructuralist 
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practices. Chapter 7 concludes with a revisiting of my standpoint before positioning the research 

as text to build on the constructive moment of the critical analysis. 
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Chapter 2: The Context in Literature for the Research 

In this chapter, I provide context for my research in terms of the history of the Ontario 

college system and of Fontanel College before outlining the history of the provincial policy on 

general education (Gen Ed) and Fontanel’s response to that policy. I then provide definitions, 

understandings, and perspectives on general education.  

The Ontario College System: Its Roots, Formation, and Nature  

In this section, I discuss the contribution of Canadian vocational education to the 

formation of the Ontario college system before characterizing the Ontario college model and 

describing the history of Fontanel College. 

Vocational Education in Canada. Two major events of the late 1950s precipitated the 

Canadian government’s awakening from educational complacency: international economic 

decline and domestic concern over the Soviet success in space (Hyslop-Margison, 2004). This 

awakening took the form in 1960 of the federal Technical and Vocational Training Assistance 

Act that was directed at three groups: high school students, those seeking upgrading of technical 

skills, and those wishing to retrain for technology-based positions (Hyslop-Margison, 2004). The 

Act reflected a wider North American trend towards the establishment of vocational education, 

stemming from fears caused by international events and by a widespread postwar economic 

downturn. Community college systems were established across North America from the early 

1960s through the early 1970s as a result of this trend.  

Vocational Education in Ontario. Within this system and under the exclusive authority 

granted to the provinces over education by the Constitution Act, Ontario opted for a model that, 

instead of combining lower-division, university-level general education with technical education 

programs, was intended to concentrate on technical education (Skolnik, 2010). The province’s 
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education system needed to expand to give more young people who comprised part of the 

“population explosion” (Ontario Department of Education, 1967, p. 8) an opportunity for more 

education because of the growing complexity of the economy. Furthermore, a perceived shortage 

of individuals lacking the knowledge and skills for the economy’s new technology threatened to 

delay the province’s economic development (Fleming, 1971). The technical-education model 

was selected to meet what was presented by William Davis, the Minister of Education, as a 

“knowledge explosion” and a “technological revolution … which has seen the disappearance of 

most of the unskilled, and a high proportion of the semi-skilled jobs” (Ontario Department of 

Education, 1967, pp. 8-9). 

Ontario had several options to expand its post-secondary education system: an expansion 

of its universities, an increase in the number of institutes of technology, or the introduction of 

American-style junior colleges. Skolnik (2010) presents three arguments that were put forth in 

that era against expanding the university system to address the need for additional post-

secondary education: (1) the increasing recognition of Ontario’s industry’s need for workers with 

different skills than those produced by a university education; (2) the belief that many 

individuals were more suited for some form of technical or applied education, as they lacked the 

capacity for a university education; and (3) the reality of an increasingly costly university 

system. Because a university system was judged suitable for only a limited portion of the 

population and the costs of investment in such a system exceeded the estimated value, the 

technical-education college model was deemed more beneficial by the Ontario government 

(Skolnik, 2010). 

When the technical-education model was selected, the Ontario government outlined its 

expectations of the colleges to provide general education courses to support their occupational 
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programs, although these were not thought of as university-level courses (Ontario Department of 

Education, 1967). When the decision was made that the predominant emphasis in the Ontario 

colleges should be occupational education, the opportunity for a transfer function, “defined as it 

was in those days as university-level general education courses” (Skolnik, 2010, p. 7), was not 

operationalized in practice, although included in the legislation. The Ontario government wanted 

the colleges to have a strong focus on vocational education without the potential weakening 

effect of a transfer function. Davis asserted that Ontario had suffered from a long-standing 

deficiency in “the training of technical personnel beyond the high school but short of the 

university level” and referred to the importance of recommendations of the Select Committee on 

Manpower Training for the expansion of technical education (Ontario Department of Education, 

1967, pp. 5-6). 

As a result, the Ontario colleges were designed as a parallel system to the universities 

rather than as junior colleges (Haggerty, 1998). Skolnik (2010) also points to the rapid expansion 

of technical education in the secondary schools as contributing to the perceived need for college 

delivery of technical education, an expansion that resulted from a vocational streaming 

curriculum at the secondary level and the federal funding of vocational education facilities. 

Ontario’s selection of a postsecondary technical-education model completed a system of 

vocational education in the province. The binary nature of this education system was influenced 

by various stakeholders who sought to defend their own interests, including the presidents of 

Ontario’s universities (Dennison & Gallagher, 1986). 

Establishment of the Ontario Colleges. The Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology 

(CAATs) were established in Ontario with a mandate to provide “a new level and type of 

education” to serve those parts of the population whose needs were not met by the existing 
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education system. Focused mainly on career-oriented education, colleges would create a system 

which would be “a coherent whole” (Ontario Department of Education, 1967, pp. 5-8). The 

naming of the Ontario college system to that of Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology 

(CAATs) flowed from the selection of the technical-education model. The word ‘college’ 

suggested an educational focus that was broader than that of the institutes of technology, while 

the addition of the term ‘applied arts’ indicated a greater breadth of occupations for which 

training would be offered (Skolnik, 2010). The wording of ‘community colleges’ was rejected by 

the province, however, because that term connoted institutions that offered both university-level 

liberal arts and career education. That being said, the term ‘community college’ came to be used 

informally in Ontario to describe post-secondary educational institutions that did not have 

university status (Skolnik, 2010).  

The caution exhibited in the naming of the Ontario college system exemplified the wider 

concern exhibited by the province in its decision to exclude the transfer function between 

colleges and universities. This decision was premised on “the prevailing limited view of human 

potential that implied that almost all those who would attend the new colleges did not have the 

capacity for university study” (Skolnik, 2010, p. 10), a difference in prevailing attitudes from the 

US about the value attached to creating opportunities for social mobility: “educators and opinion 

leaders in Ontario were less optimistic about human potential and more complacent about 

existing patterns of social stratification than their U.S. counterparts” (Skolnik, 2010, p. 11). The 

streaming of students that occurred in high schools was supported by and reflected in the 

development of this binary postsecondary system. 

Establishment of Fontanel College. As one of the CAATs established in the province, 

Fontanel College was created in the 1960s as an enhanced and broadened version of an institute 
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of technology, similar to many other Ontario colleges (Skolnik, 2010). According to its history 

published on its website, Fontanel was formed through the merging of a provincial institute of 

technology that was established in the 1950s with a provincial vocational centre. Fontanel 

continued to grow through the acquisition of post-secondary educational institutions in the 

vicinity and through the establishment of satellite campuses in the late 1960 and 1970s to 

accommodate retraining and academic upgrading needs in surrounding communities for 

employment programs and growing needs for career-oriented education to support the local 

economies. The college expanded through the addition of various vocational schools to an 

enrolment of more than 10,000 daytime students, including apprentices, in the early 1980s. As 

one of the province’s largest colleges, Fontanel, according to its website, now stands at an 

enrolment of approximately 20,000 students. 

Ontario’s General Education Policy: History, Development, and Policy 

In this section, I discuss the history of general education policy in the Ontario college 

system as it relates to the general education policies at Fontanel College. 

Policy from 1965. As discussed earlier, the naming of the college system that was created in 

1965 appeared to be purposeful: “applied arts” indicated a greater breadth of occupations than 

those included in the existing institutes of technology, while “college” suggested an educational 

focus that included general education. However, “community college” was rejected because of 

its connotation of liberal arts (Skolnik, 2010): the primary mandate of the new CAATs was the 

provision of occupational education, according to the Minister of Education, the Ministry of 

Education, the Council of Regents, Boards of Governors, and most college presidents (Dennison 

& Gallagher, 1986). 
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post-secondary programs in the colleges should contain 70% vocationally-oriented 

courses. On the other hand, full-time programs should not be so narrow in their 

vocational content that students will have to back-track to continue their education. 

Hence, full-time post-secondary programs should include 30% ‘general education courses 

– including mathematics and science as well as humanities and social sciences. Physical 

fitness may be included if desired (Ministry of Education and Training, 1976, p. 2). 

Postsecondary funding restraints in the late 1970s and early 1980s, coupled with rapid growth in 

enrolment, led to increases in class sizes and reductions in program hours; general education 

bore the brunt of these cuts (Ontario Council of Regents for Colleges of Applied Arts and 

Technology, 1990). In the aftermath of a strike over the issue of faculty workload and the related 

issues of quality education and college governance, the Minister of Colleges and Universities 

appointed an Instructional Assignment Review Committee (Haggerty, 1998). Subsequently, a 

workload formula was developed, governance issues were reviewed (Pitman, 1986), and the 

province simultaneously committed to a review of the college system’s mandate and increased 

spending (Haggerty, 1998). 

The Vision 2000 Report. This comprehensive review of the future role of Ontario’s 

college system was completed by the Council of Regents as documented in the final report of 

Vision 2000 (1990). Vision 2000 was influenced by comments from a variety of external and 

internal stakeholders, including members of the Legislature, senior provincial politicians, the 

Ontario Federation of Students, and senior officers of large corporations (Haggerty, 1998). 

According to this report, the central aim of general education in Ontario’s colleges was 

preparation for citizenship: 
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The communications revolution has expanded the horizons of citizenship so that people 

can and should feel part of local, national, and international debates on issues that affect 

them, their families and their futures – issues such as poverty, the environment, the 

Canadian constitution or political change in other parts of the world. To participate 

actively, they should be aware of the background and context of current events and 

issues. Helping people to be good citizens, as well as productive workers, should be part 

of the educational experience at a college (Ontario Council of Regents for Colleges of 

Applied Arts and Technology, 1990, p. 36) 

The report concluded that a college credential should guarantee that all graduates be exposed to 

sufficient general education content to provide the foundations for lifelong learning (1990, pp. 

38-9). It went so far as to recommend a significant increase in the proportion of generic skills 

and general education: “There should be an equivalence of learning outcomes between these 

components and specific occupational skills” (Ontario Council of Regents for Colleges of 

Applied Arts and Technology, 1990, p. 38). The establishment of a College Standards and 

Accreditation Council (CSAC) was also recommended, with the executive authority to set 

system-wide standards and to accredit college programs meeting those standards (Ontario 

Council of Regents for Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology, 1990).  

Vision 2000 distinguished between the skill and content components of the college 

curriculum when it made the distinction between generic skills and general education: 

Generic skills are practical life skills essential for personal and career success. They 

include language and communications skills, math skills, learning and thinking skills, 

interpersonal skills, and technological literacy. They are not job-specific, but are critical 

to mastering changing technologies, changing environments, and changing jobs … 
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Facility in some generic skills – reading, listening, writing, learning – is a prerequisite for 

success in most college-level courses … General education is the broad study of subjects 

and issues which are central to education for life in our culture. Centred in, but not 

restricted to, the arts, sciences, literature and humanities, general education encourages 

students to know and understand themselves, their society and institutions, and their roles 

and responsibilities as citizens (Ontario Council of Regents for Colleges of Applied Arts 

and Technology, 1990, p. 35) 

Haggerty posited that generic skills were considered the link between general and vocational 

education, and deliverable as discrete courses or infused into general or vocational courses: 

“General education courses had the further benefit of enhancing transfer and retraining options” 

(Haggerty, 1998, p. 88). The CSAC Establishment Board stated “General education may enhance 

‘citizenship’ … ; it provides an important context for the development of generic skills, and … it 

may assist students in pursuing options for lifelong learning” (College Standards and 

Accreditation Council, 1992, p. 17). 

After province-wide consultations, the CSAC Establishment Board modified its proposal 

that general education courses were to be based on broad subject fields in the liberal arts. Instead, 

these courses were “described in terms of benefits to learners’ personal growth and enrichment, 

informed citizenship, and working life” (1992, p. 21). The College Standards and Accreditation 

Council was formed in 1993, and published several documents related to general education, 

generic skills, and program standards: one survey conducted for the Ministry in 1992 revealed 

that general education had dwindled to between 7-13% in total program hours in seven programs 

at eight colleges (Haggerty, 1998). As a result, the Minister of Education and Training 
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established a policy that general education should constitute approximately 13% of program 

hours, without additional funding (Haggerty, 1998). 

In an open letter to the colleges, the Minister said: 

The government has accepted the recommendations of the CSAC Establishment Board 

concerning general education. General education together with generic skills, are critical 

to ensuring the ability of everyone in Ontario to achieve his or her best and to contribute 

to society. Effective September 1994, each college postsecondary program must include a 

minimum of approximately 45 instructional hours per semester (quoted in College 

Standards and Accreditation Council, January, 1994, p. 1). 

Policy in 1994. CSAC’s 1993 proposal for the implementation of general education in 

Ontario’s colleges was approved as policy in 1994: 

General education appropriate for Ontario’s colleges … as those post secondary learning 

experiences that enable learners to meet more effectively the societal challenges which 

they face in their community, family and working life. General education in the colleges 

provides learners with insight into the enduring nature of the issues being addressed, and 

their particular relevance to today and the future. It is intended to encourage and support 

continuous learning (p. 4). 

This learning was to be delivered as discrete general education courses, in contrast to that of 

generic skills, which were embedded in vocational courses, outlined in a separate 1995 

document. CSAC’s goals for the general education learning were aimed at personal development 

and responsibility; access to these eight goal areas would provide students with an opportunity to 

raise awareness, understanding, and appreciation of the breadth and diversity of what people in 

our culture do (Haggerty, 1998). The eight goal areas in the 1994 policy were: 
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Aesthetic Appreciation: understand beauty, form, taste, and the role of arts in society. 

Civic Life: understand the meaning of freedoms, rights, and participation in community 

and public life. 

Cultural Understanding: understand the cultural, social, ethnic, and linguistic diversity 

of Canada and the world. 

Personal Development: gain greater self awareness, intellectual growth, well-being, 

understanding of others. 

Social Understanding: understand relationships among individuals and society. 

Understanding Science: appreciate the contribution of science to the development of 

civilization, human understanding and potential. 

Understanding Technology: understand the inter-relationship between the use of 

technology, and science and the ecosystem. 

Work and the Economy: understand the meaning, history, and organization of work, 

and working life challenges to the individual and society (pp. 5-12). 

Haggerty (1998) also commented on the issue of choice in terms of general education courses: 

“CSAC policy allowed colleges to designate up to half of the general education courses in a 

program as mandatory requirements, but eventually CSAC’s objective was to increase 

opportunities for breadth and choice across all eight goal areas” (p. 100).  

The colleges began to implement CSAC’s general education policies in 1994 at the same 

time that they were expected to implement CSAC’s generic skills and vocational learning 

outcomes (Haggerty, 1998). However, the pace of funding cuts had also accelerated, and efforts 

to rationalize the number of programs, program content and hours affected all components of the 

college curriculum. CSAC reported that implementation of general education was delayed or 
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range of general education courses that needed to be offered in a diploma or an advanced 

diploma program:  

it is required that graduates have been engaged in learning that exposes them to at least 

one discipline outside their main field of study, and increases their awareness of the 

society in which they live and work. This will typically be accomplished by students 

taking 3-5 courses offered and designed discretely and separately from vocational 

learning opportunities (courses). These learning opportunities would normally be 

delivered using a combination of required and elective processes (Ontario Ministry of 

Training, Colleges and Universities, 2005, p. 20). 

The five themes – now no longer the eight broad goal areas – that were used to provide direction 

to the colleges in the development and identification of courses designed to fulfil the General 

Education requirement for programs of instruction were:  Arts in Society, Civic Life, Social and 

Cultural Understanding, Personal Understanding, and Science and Technology (Ontario Ministry 

of Training, Colleges and Universities, 2005, p. 19). 

The requirement for one 45-hour course per semester was also removed; instead, there 

was now a minimum number of courses required for the diploma and advanced diploma 

credentials. The requirement was that students had to be engaged in learning that exposed them 

to at least one discipline outside their main field of study  

so as to increase their awareness of the society and culture in which they live and work. 

Although students are encouraged to develop life-long learning habits and pursue areas of 

interest, of equal importance is the need to expand those areas. In order to achieve an 

appropriate level of breadth, students are encouraged to select courses in more than one 

theme (Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities, 2005, p. 26). 
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courses … there was also a suspicion that the goals and objectives identified were designed to 

teach a “correct way of thinking” rather than to encourage individual learning and growth” (p. 2). 

The college warned that, because general education courses could not be added onto 

existing program hours but had to replace current program hours, “further cuts to program hours 

will result in graduates with fewer vocational skills” (p. 3). Essentially, it initially rejected the 

implementation deadline of Fall 1994 as being unmanageable. However, once the province 

enacted its 1994 policy, Fontanel responded by identifying existing courses which had the 

potential to become general education courses: 

Program faculty will also have to make decisions about which of these courses should be 

identified as compulsory general education courses for their students, which ones will be 

placed into a set of electives, and which ones will remain core vocational courses. 

Remember that students must be exposed to breadth in their general education courses 

and that they must exercise choice – that means that all of the mandated courses should 

not be in one subject area (Fontanel, Sept. 22 1994 memo). 

CSAC’s General Education Council report (November 15, 1993) stated that Fontanel was on 

track with most other colleges who were developing a structure to accommodate general 

education and emphasizing the spirit of general education in subsequent years. However, 

Fontanel declared a lower percentage of its programs to be meeting the requirements; it was 

proceeding more slowly to coordinate implementation of the numerous initiatives required by the 

colleges at that time (General Education Council, College Standards and Accreditation Council, 

November 15, 1993). 

By 1995, Fontanel had prepared numerous resources for its faculty to comply with 

CSAC’s guidelines, including a 4-page guidelines document and an interactive computer module 
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In addition to calculating the best way of satisfying desires, an educated person should 

understand and appreciate the consequences of human activity … A general education 

should raise the consciousness of students to the impact of human activities on other 

persons and on other species (p. 43). 

This more overarching conception of general education as consciousness-raising appears to have 

more transcendent goals and purposes than the support of the acquisition of generic skills. 

Differentiation from Vocational Education and Generic Skills. In a more simplistic 

rendering, general education is often defined by what it is not, particularly in the province’s 

technical education model: general education is that which is not vocational and unrelated to a 

specific occupation. Haggerty (1998) notes that 

Career, vocational, technical, and occupational education are terms that have been used to 

describe various forms of education and training intended to prepare students for 

employment … It is sometimes referred to as vocational education when it refers to 

specific skills training for specific jobs or career education when the orientation is to 

progressive positions and a career ladder or when further formal education or on-the-job 

training is implied (pp. 66-7). 

The difficulties inherent in a dichotomous framing of vocational versus non-vocational 

curriculum are many, extending to the initial mandate of the colleges, the wider duality between 

the university and the college system, and the potential for devaluation of that which was not 

perceived as fitting within the character of the college system, as alluded to by Stokes (1990). 

These difficulties are explored further in Chapter 5.  

However, the matter of differentiation becomes further complicated by the confusion 

regarding general education and generic skills. Generic skills are frequently equated to 
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instruction, or citizenship nature is unclear – if these terms and categories can even be considered 

synonymous. In their original 1967 formulation, the colleges were designed in a way so as not to 

impinge on the liberal education territory of the universities, although the potential for a transfer 

function was not excluded. The applied arts offered by the colleges, then, were initially and 

purposefully designed so as not to be equivalent to the liberal arts offered by the universities; to 

follow this line of argument, the revisions to the required programs of study offered by the 

CAATs were somewhat misaligned with the original purpose.  

General education is sometimes equated to citizenship education, “ostensibly an area of 

education designed to foster critical engagement in civic life at all levels” (Hyslop-Margison & 

Sears, 2006). Hyslop-Margison and Sears (2006) discuss the narrowing and taming of the idea of 

citizenship: 

It is narrowing in the sense that the scope of appropriate citizen involvement is limited to 

participating in current political and social structures and taming in the sense that proper 

civic engagement is seen as enhancing rather than critiquing and challenging social and 

political institutions (p. 19). 

They go on to reference Osborne’s (2004) argument regarding the depoliticization of citizenship 

by secondary schools that have equated “the good citizen with the good person, the man or 

woman who helps others, respects other people’s rights, obeys the law, is suitably patriotic and 

the like” (p. 13). Hyslop-Margison and Sears (2006) probe the problematic consequences of the 

widespread connections that become drawn between democratic citizenship education, a 

depoliticized democratic model of lifelong learning, and labour market adjustment: “the 

implication that education is only valuable when directly related to career preparation” (p. 75).  
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In many ways, the perspective on a characterization of general education as breadth in a 

technical-education model depends on one’s perspective on vocational education: that of social 

efficiency, social inclusion, or revisionist (Hyslop-Margison, 2004). The functionalist or social 

efficiency perspective on vocational education relies on the objective of fulfilling national 

economic potential; the more liberal or social inclusion perspective relies on the objective of 

integrating economically disadvantaged students. The revisionist or radical perspective, however, 

is explicitly critical of the assumptions supporting both of those perspectives: “Revisionists 

challenge traditional vocational education on the grounds that it represents a calculated strategy 

… to reproduce social divisions and consolidate ideological control over working class students” 

(Hyslop-Margison, 2004, p. 12).  

This interpretation of the policy goals as dependent upon one’s perspective on vocational 

education and as framed by Reid, Gill, and Sears’ (2010) conceptions of citizenship formation 

contains possibilities for my research in terms of analysis of the discourses: “CCE (civics and 

citizenship education) is not only education about politics; it is itself a political enterprise” (p. 9). 

Since the stated purpose in 2009 of general education in the Ontario college system “is to 

contribute to the development of citizens who … are able to contribute thoughtfully, creatively, 

and positively to the society in which they live and work” (Ontario Ministry of Training Colleges 

and Universities, 2009, p. 19), it is appropriate to explore the policy’s intent with explicit 

recognition of these perspectives on vocational education.  

The purpose and goals of general education in Ontario’s technical-education model did 

not appear to remain constant in its provincial policy-driven incarnations. One could surmise that 

this inconstancy is linked to the shifting policies affecting the entire provincial college system, a 

necessary reflection of changes in the wider environment.  
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The purpose, goals, and implementation of general education in Ontario could be placed 

in a broader context of curriculum implementation. Although there is a lack of research on 

curriculum implementation in Ontario’s college system, findings on public accountability in 

terms of education policy development and implementation in Ontario elementary music 

programs (Horsley, 2009) and literary text selection practices and educational policies in Ontario 

elementary and secondary English programs (Greig & Holloway, 2016) may provide some 

perspective. Pinto’s (2014) analysis of policy actor participation in secondary school curriculum 

policy production reveals some potential for the process to be characterized as ‘radicalizing’ 

enlightenment, and Bascia, Carr-Harris, Fine-Meyer, and Zurzolo (2014) summarize the 

historical bases for curriculum policy common across education levels, including nation-

building, social cohesion, and economic development. Arvast (2006), as one of the few 

researchers with findings on the Ontario college system, focuses on the shifting accountability 

for curriculum development from the provincial to the college level as a result of the 2002 

Colleges Act. 

Looking more broadly, it is possible to place the purposes and goals of general education 

in Ontario in a fundamental context of policy as text and discourse (Ball S. , What is policy?, 

1994) and in international context of education policy enactment (Ball S. , 1998). In much of the 

contemporary enactment research stemming from these perspectives, the policy-driven activities 

are portrayed as fashioning and constraining interpretation and social constructions in English 

secondary schools (Maguire, Braun, & Ball, 2015). There are also several efforts to identify 

types of policy actors with roles, actions, and engagements visible in the work of policy 

interpretation and translation (Ball, Maguire, Braun, & Hoskins, 2011). 
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The fragile and unstable nature of policy enactment as characterized by Maguire, Braun, 

and Ball (2015) relies upon Spillane’s (2004) notion of policy work as a ‘sense-making’ process, 

whereby a tension exists between the external representations and the local policymakers’ and 

teachers’ internal representations. This sense-making and extra-local/local tension applies to my 

research; the purpose of general education as provincially stipulated was then interpreted by the 

colleges themselves and enacted in various college-level policies. Given my perspective on these 

intents and assumptions of general education as embedded in its discourses, I conduct my 

explorations from an interpretive critical poststructural perspective that I put forward in the next 

chapter. 

Chapter Summary 

The history of the Ontario college system and Fontanel College provides the foundation 

for an outline of the history of the provincial policy on general education and Fontanel’s 

response to that policy. From this historical foundation, I discuss the definition, purposes, and 

goals of general education within the Ontario college system that lead to a description of my 

theoretical lenses in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Underpinnings for the Research on the Discourses of General 

Education 

The discussions of history, purposes, and goals of general education (Gen Ed) within the 

Ontario college system that comprised Chapter 2 lead here to a discussion of the theory that 

underpins my research question, methodology, and methods. This discussion expands upon my 

comprehensive examination response (Surman, Comprehensive examination for PhD in 

Education, 2015). 

Ravitch and Riggan (2012) outline four domains of theory: descriptions of perspectives 

on concepts as they are thought to exist; relationships between the perceiver and the perceived; 

relationships as dependent upon cognitive or symbolic extension of oneself; and the effects and 

implications of social or institutional location). In this section, I describe the theoretical 

underpinnings to my research from three of these four domains while drawing upon Stinson’s 

(2009) exemplar of a deliberate theoretical eclecticism. I outline the three lenses that inform my 

approach, and the specific ways that these theories bear on my conceptualizations to provide a 

foundation for discussions of methodology and method in Chapter 4. 

I do not believe in a single identifiable reality or even in the approximation of one 

composite reality, in the value of distance from the research to gain objectivity, in common units 

of analysis, or the dominance of the researcher’s voice (Lincoln, Lynham, & Guba, 2011); 

therefore, I reject the ontological, epistemological, and methodological implications of 

positivism and postpositivism and the quantitative methodologies that are frequently premised on 

these paradigmatic foundations (Yilmaz, 2013). Consequently, I omit the theoretical constructs 

of Ravitch and Riggan’s (2012) first domain. In an effort to ensure a comprehensive and robust 

scaffolding, I proceed to define interpretivism as representative of the second domain; critical 
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 Interpretivism Critical Theory Poststructuralism 

Values 

What I seek as 

important products of 

research (Lincoln, 

Lynham, & Guba, 

2011) 

 

Insight and 

understandings of 

behavior and 

explanations from 

participants’ 

perspectives 

(Scotland, 2012) 

 

Agenda for change or 

reform (Scotland, 

2012) 

 

Deconstructive 

exposure of gaps 

between language and 

perceived truth and 

rationality (Smith D. 

E., 1999) 

Posture 

How I approach the 

inquiry (Lincoln, 

Lynham, & Guba, 

2011) 

 

“Co-constructor of 

knowledge, of 

understanding and 

interpretation of the 

meaning of lived 

experiences” (Guba & 

Lincoln, 2005, p. 196) 

 

Transformative 

intellectual (Lincoln, 

Lynham, & Guba, 

2011) 

 

Function as a guide to 

choices available to 

subjects of inquiry in 

terms of veracity, 

accuracy and 

adequacy of 

representation 

(Smith D. E., 1999) 
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 Interpretivism Critical Theory Poststructuralism 

Commensurability 

If other theories and 

paradigms can be 

accommodated (Kuhn, 

2012) 

 

Accommodation of 

critical approach to 

understanding of 

culture  

(Geertz, 1973) 

 

Priority of data 

because of 

transformative aims 

(Lincoln, Lynham, & 

Guba, 2011) 

 

Some 

commensurability 

with interpretivist and 

criticalist approaches 

(Lincoln, Lynham, & 

Guba, 2011) 

 
Interpretivism 

Interpretivism is more often characterized as a sociological paradigm than a theory: I 

include it in my scaffolding to ensure that I unpack its assumptions and make explicit its linkages 

to my methodology and methods. Furthermore, I adjust this lens to be more interpretivist than 

constructivist because that is the term that I first associated with the lens in reference to 

organizational theory twenty years ago: “It sees the social world as an emergent social process 

which is created by the individuals concerned” (Burrell & Morgan, 1979, p. 28). This term is a 

better fit for the institutional focus of my research, given Burrell and Morgan’s (1979) depiction 

of social reality from this paradigm as “being little more than a network of assumptions and 

intersubjectively shared meanings” (pp. 28-30) – in terms of organizational theory, then, a belief 

that the institution is, subjectively, nothing more than a network. It is these assumptions and 

shared meanings on which my research centres: “The premises of the interpretive paradigm 

question whether organizations exist in anything but a conceptual sense” (Burrell & Morgan, 

1979, p. 32). 
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In the process, I seek to understand the fundamental nature of the social world as it is 

constructed through a pastiche of participants’ realities at the level of subjective experience. 

Ontologically, I support Scotland’s (2012) assertion regarding interpretivism: “Reality is 

individually constructed; there are as many realities as individuals” (p. 11). Epistemologically, I 

seek evidence of these multiple realities as they represent perceptions and constructions of 

meaning resulting from the participants’ frames of reference: “Social reality is a construction 

based upon the actor’s frame of reference within the setting” (Guba & Lincoln, 1985, p. 80). 

My concern with individual consciousness and subjectivity from the frame of reference 

of the informants is exhibited by my previous ethnographic case study research into employees’ 

experiences with human resources information systems: I cared less about the function of the 

systems than about the knowledge and meaningful reality that was constructed in and out of 

interaction between the humans and their world (Scotland, 2012). This evidence of my 

ideological commitment stemming from my life experience is predictive of my research interests 

and questions regarding the discourses that emerge from the general education policy and the 

realities that are reflected in these discourses. 

As an interpretivist, I consider insights and understandings of the participants’ behaviours 

to be valuable products, given that this knowledge is personally relative (Guba & Lincoln, 1985), 

culturally derived, historically situated (Scotland, 2012), and understood through interaction with 

participants. The discourses of general education reflect the behaviours and understandings of 

the informants as they interact with the policy, and reveal recurrent themes representing insights 

on beliefs and understandings of general education, education, training, and philosophies of 

education held by the policymakers and academic administrators. A critical analysis of the 

discourses explores these beliefs and understandings. 
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Critical Theory 

By virtue of Kincheloe, McLaren, and Steinberg’s (2011) definition, I also pursue this 

research as a criticalist who accepts assumptions such as the fundamental mediation of thought 

by socially and historically constituted power relations, the centrality of language to the 

formation of subjectivity and awareness, and the reproduction of oppression and its supporting 

systems through the acceptance of social status and the implications of mainstream research 

practices. Ontologically, this stance implies that because human nature operates in a world that is 

based on a struggle for power (Lincoln, Lynham, & Guba, 2011), then my research needs to not 

only document that struggle, but also to make explicit the grounds of, basis for, and stakes 

resulting from the power. Burrell and Morgan (1979) characterize this stance of radical change to 

be concerned with finding explanations for social and structural contradictions and modes of 

domination; critical theory is subjectively aligned with interpretivism, but in disagreement with 

its belief in the natural regulation in human affairs.  

As a criticalist, I perceive power as endemic to all policy: those purportedly in power 

make the policy, those employed must supposedly enact it, and those subjugated by it must 

appear to follow it. However, who wears which vest in this (or any, for that matter) game of 

power relations is not always immediately apparent, nor necessarily subjugative. My position as 

a criticalist stems from my labour relations and human resources education and experience: I 

hold certain theories of action influenced by my social location. Therefore, my ontological 

framing from a critical theory perspective is based on historical realism shaped by social, 

political, cultural, and economic values (Lincoln, Lynham, & Guba, 2011). This framing affects 

the methodology and methods by which I approach my research in terms of identifying factors 
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Chapter Summary 

The history of the Ontario college system and Fontanel College in Chapter 2 provided the 

foundation for an outline of the provincial policy on general education and Fontanel’s response 

to that policy. A discussion of the definition, purposes, and goals of general education within the 

Ontario college system led to this chapter’s description of my theoretical lenses. The research 

question, methodology, and methods in Chapter 4 are subsequently built upon the interpretive 

critical poststructural scaffolding. 
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Chapter 4: Concerns of Methodology and Method 

In this chapter, I outline the methodological considerations of my theoretical scaffolding 

in defense of my selection of institutional ethnography (IE). I proceed with a description of the 

IE methodology, detailing the problematic of my research and the discourses as identified in the 

research situation. I then describe the methods used for the research, including the starting point, 

the definition of the institution and its informants, and the data-gathering and analysis processes. 

Material in this chapter has been refined from my comprehensive examination (Surman, 2015) 

and research proposal (Surman, 2016). 

Methodological Considerations of My Theoretical Intersections 

In Table 1 of Chapter 3, I outlined the ontology, epistemology, and research products of 

my interpretive critical poststructuralist scaffolding, and I defended my approach and the 

commensurability of these theoretical lenses. In Table 2, I outline the methodological 

considerations of the three theoretical traditions that support my selection of institutional 

ethnography (IE) before describing the methodology and its application to my methods of data 

gathering and analysis. 
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Institutional ethnography functions as a methodology at the intersection of interpretivism, 

criticalism, and poststructuralism in the aims of its inquiry: “The aim is to map the translocal 

process of administration and governance that shape lives and circumstances by way of the 

linkages of ruling relations” (Holstein & Gubrium, 2011, p. 351). My goals for this research may 

be considered as a progression: as an interpretivist, to elicit and understand individual constructs 

as representative of lived experience; as a criticalist, to interrogate values and assumptions to 

challenge social structures; and as a poststructuralist, to rethink concepts of agency and power in 

the construction and deconstruction of the marginalized subject in these relations (Stinson, 

2009). Since my aims for this inquiry are to critically analyze the discourses reflecting the 

General Education (Gen Ed) policy, IE will yield the data for this analysis. 

Furthermore, the IE methodology has the capacity to yield knowledge in alignment with 

my theoretical scaffolding in terms of structural and historical insights (Guba & Lincoln, 2005) 

regarding the context and intent of the policy. The potential for emancipatory expressions of 

unseen forces and constrained freedoms, whereby individuals are tied into institutional actions 

arising outside their knowing (Smith D. E., 1999), result from this criticalist perspective. These 

unseen forces and constrained freedoms may be perceived to comprise Smith’s conception of a 

complex of ruling relations, connecting participants in the social and organizing institutional 

work (Smith D. E., 2005). A further expression of this viewpoint on knowledge from a 

poststructuralist stance takes me to the perspective that “all realities are socially and 

experientially based, local and specific, and dependent for their form and content on the persons 

who hold them” (Guba, 1990, p. 27). By extension, these constructed realities are dependent for 

their form and content on the discourses built by those participants, and are therefore equally 

constructible and destructible. With an acknowledgement of a world constructed through 
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may not have been posed … but are ‘latent’ in the actualities of the experienced world” (Smith 

D. E., 1987, p. 91).  

In the review of Gen Ed course outlines at Fontanel College, the committee members 

constructed meanings of their experiences, while taking for granted the construction of this 

meaning and the effect of the local and extra-local happenings. I focused on the blitz as an actual 

process that represented the operationalization of a section of the Gen Ed policy. The completion 

of the checklist during the blitz by the committee members represented a specific and concrete 

example of the coordination of the actions of the participants. My attention was drawn to a set of 

unasked questions on which these coordinated actions were based. I became aware that the 

completion of the checklist in some way represented or exemplified a broader set of social 

relations represented by these actions. 

I identified the problematic in terms of discovery of the relevant features of social 

organization underlying the blitz. This identification permitted me to investigate how things 

happened as they did in terms of Gen Ed at Fontanel. Furthermore, this notion of a problematic 

assisted me to more accurately identify my own stance in relation to the inquiry – as opposed to 

methodologically removing myself from it (Campbell & Gregor, 2008). As I noticed and named 

the relations in this research setting in which I was situated, I correspondingly noticed and named 

the features of my standpoint. My inquiry started from my standpoint, and the problematic was 

subsequently given shape by the experiences of my informants (Smith D. E., 2015). This inquiry 

and its problematic required the context of the history, assumptions, and intentions of general 

education, coupled with an examination of my worldview. 

My theoretical perspective led me to explore two questions that emerged from the 

inquiry. These questions, which essentially comprised the problematic, underpinned the 
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coordinated actions of the participants in the blitz and reflected the intent and assumptions of the 

Gen Ed policy and its broader set of social relations. The first question, based on DeVault and 

McCoy’s (2006) work, revolved around the participants’ role in the policy’s operationalization: 

what could be said and done by the participants in the blitz? In an effort to answer this question, I 

explored the participants’ authority, responsibility, and contribution. The second question, based 

on Campbell’s (2006) work, was premised upon the political influence on the blitz: how were the 

participants’ actions bound up in ruling relations and institutional actions outside of their 

knowing?  

Identifying the Discourses Using IE. In the highly textualized environment of an 

academic institution such as Fontanel, participants in a process such as the blitz interacted face-

to-face, but also through texts such as the checklist. The checklist as text, the work that came 

before and after its completion in the blitz, the text of the Gen Ed policy that precipitated this 

activity, and the other documents that supported this review were comprised of and represented 

by discourses. These discourses were comprised of language. As a result, these discourses were, 

in part, comprised of these texts and the language of the texts, but also of the language that 

surrounded and supported the use of these texts. The informants took part in these discourses in 

ways that informed and enabled their participation in the institutional process of the Gen Ed 

course outline review.  

As I built upon Foucault’s (1972) characterization of discourse as a conversation 

organized through a variety of textual forms, I purposefully moved to a plurality of discourses in 

my inquiry, for I did not believe that there was one dominant or common discourse. To assume 

one discourse was to ascribe singular intention and perfectly coordinated action from an agreed-

upon context – circumstances that I perceived were less likely to occur in institutionally 
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organized social relations. My rationale for this plurality was premised upon Griffith’s (1995) 

study of three discursively linked, textually interdependent organizations of knowledge of 

mothering, schooling, and children’s development; upon Nichols and Griffith’s (2009) tracing of 

principals’ and parents’ descriptions of their work against provincial educational policy; and 

upon Gerrard and Farrell’s (2013) foregrounding of the creation and dissemination of discourses 

supporting educational practice and governance. 

These multiple discourses represented the social relations of the institution and the 

experiences of those people taking part in these relations, essentially reflecting the Gen Ed 

policy’s operationalization and the progressive investment with institutional meanings (Gerrard 

& Farrell, 2013). Analysis of these discourses permitted an examination of the social relations 

represented by these texts. I subsequently explored the problematic of the social relations 

revealed and characterized by these discourses through an examination of these texts. The 

discourses constructed and were constructed by the social relations. The social relations 

comprised a reality and were constructed by the participants in these relations, leading to a social 

world perceived by these participants. These texts, then, represented the discourses that I 

analyzed; conversely, the discourses could be explored through an analysis of the texts. 

That being said, according to the social organization of knowledge, “I do not stand apart 

from what I know and what I learn about the world: I enact the world that I inhabit and know 

about, in concert with other people” (Campbell & Gregor, 2008, p. 22). I paid attention to myself 

as a text in these discourses. I read the variety of texts that surround and are used in the blitz, and 

I critically analyzed the discourses of Gen Ed as comprised of and motivated by these texts. I 

intend the analysis that I produce in the form of a thesis text to explicate these discourses and 

thus to function differently from the ruling texts that I analyze (Campbell & Gregor, 2008). In 
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and the dynamic nature of their co- construction. These meanings were reflected in the 

discourses, characterized in the themes and in the language that constructed those themes as 

discussed in Chapter 5. Discussion of the impact of these local and extra-local actions appears in 

Chapter 6 as a critical analysis of the discourses of general education in an effort to respond to 

the two questions of the problematic. This analysis and these responses explicate the social 

relations underlying the actual activities of the blitz so that the participants in those actualities 

better understand their contributions to those relations and their co-constructed reality.  

The Institution: Beyond Fontanel. My data-gathering extended to the work that occurs 

before and after the checklist completion. Because this sequence of actions extends the 

boundaries of the informants’ experiences beyond the setting of Fontanel, I gathered data “into 

those elements of social organization that connect the local setting and local experiences to sites 

outside the experiential setting” (Campbell & Gregor, 2008, p. 90) to discover the workings of 

broader ruling practices.  

I initially defined the boundaries of this research to include the Ministry of Training, 

Colleges and Universities (MTCU), renamed in August 2016 to the Ministry of Advanced 

Education and Skills Development; the institution was not equivalent to the college, but extended 

to the extra-local. Further rationale for linking the local to the extra-local was found in Heap’s 

(1995) research in a primary-level classroom in relation to the Ministry of Education via 

curriculum guidelines. During the course of the data-gathering, I determined that the boundaries 

of the research extended not only to the Ministry, but also to the Ontario College Quality 

Assurance Service (OCQAS). The institution as a focus of this ethnography was not coterminous 

with the organization of Fontanel, but rather, as a larger site of study constituted around this 

particular area of endeavor (Teghtsoonian, 2015). 
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The Data-Gathering Process for this IE Research: Interviews and Documents. Data 

collected according to the IE methodology subsequently took two forms in this study: documents 

and semi-structured interviews. Research ethics approvals from the boards at Nipissing 

University and Fontanel College were received in January 2016. Following the approvals, I met 

with the chair of the Gen Ed committee to request access to the information regarding the blitz 

scheduled for the winter semester.  The chair indicated willingness to provide access to the 

process and its participants and documents. 

I interviewed fourteen informants on the basis of their involvement with and knowledge 

of the Gen Ed policy and its application to the Program Quality Review process at Fontanel and 

in the wider setting of MTCU and Colleges Ontario. These faculty, academic administrators, and 

individuals external to Fontanel were recruited via email through convenience sampling and 

snowball technique to initially assess interest in participation. Program information letters (PILs) 

to those agreeing to participate in the research, together with an electronic copy of the consent 

form, were sent by email. The consent forms were signed and returned to the researcher at the 

time of the interviews in either hard or scanned copy. 

The Gen Ed committee held a course review blitz in early February, and I conducted 

interviews with the two committee members who conducted a review of the two mandated Gen 

Ed courses in a building construction diploma program immediately following their participation 

in the blitz. The interview guide appears in Appendix E. The same interview questions as they 

appear in this guide were asked of all fourteen informants. Those interview transcripts, in 

conjunction with a review of the checklist and other texts from the blitz, comprised the entry-

level data. The interview schedule can be found in Appendix F. 
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In February and March, I conducted five process-oriented interviews with the academic 

chair of the program undergoing PQR review; the course outline writer for one of the courses; 

the curriculum specialist for the program, the Gen Ed committee member for the faculty in which 

the program was situated; and the longest-serving member of the Gen Ed committee who had the 

most experience with the Gen Ed course review process. I was not able to interview the program 

coordinator or the writer for the other Gen Ed course outline as they were absent due to illness.  

In my interviews with extra-local informants (Bisaillon, 2012), I explored the work 

before and after the completion of the checklist and gathered data regarding the context and 

intent of the policy and the assumptions embedded in the policy as part of the wider institution 

and as representative of the ruling relations. I gathered level-two data through context-oriented 

interviews with five past and present academic administrators from Fontanel involved with the 

Gen Ed policy. I also conducted interviews with two informants who had been employed by 

MTCU in development and operationalization of the Gen Ed policy. An additional interview of 

clarification was conducted with one of these informants. Four individuals involved in academic 

administration who had been contacted were unable to participate because of the time constraints 

of the data-gathering period. 

Interviews lasting between thirty and sixty minutes were conducted face-to-face or via 

Skype, with the researcher transcribing the interviews from digital voice recordings. The same 

semi-structured interview questions were asked of each informant, with follow-up questions for 

clarification and further explanation as appropriate to the informant. Interview transcripts were 

provided to the informants within one week of the interviews so that accuracy could be verified, 

and changes were accepted and made within one week. The audio recordings were subsequently 

erased. 
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I attempted to retain balance between providing proof of attribution of quotations to a 

variety of the informants and ensuring confidentiality and anonymity. I devised a coding system 

whereby the interviews conducted with informants holding administrative positions were 

identified by the letter A, those conducted with informants directly involved in the blitz were 

identified by the letter B, and those holding ministry positions by the letter M. 

The transcripts were treated as confidential, with removal of identifiers and replacement 

with codes. While the codes could be used to re-identify the informants, they were not known to 

anyone other than myself as the researcher and my supervisor. No paper files existed; electronic 

files with the de-identified and coded information were stored on a password-protected personal 

laptop, with the codes stored on a password-protected laptop separate from the personal laptop. I 

committed to retaining these electronic files for a five-year period. 

The Process of Analyzing the Data in this IE Research. I initially read through the two 

transcripts that comprised the entry-level data, highlighting key words and phrases that the 

transcripts had in common. These highlighted words and phrases formed the first draft of a list of 

emergent themes as recorded in the margins. I then read through the remaining twelve 

transcripts, highlighting key words and phrases to support and supplement the list of emergent 

themes. I refined the list of themes, adding subordinate themes to assess the entire group of 

transcripts, and setting aside themes when more useful themes emerged. From these master and 

subordinate themes, discourse threads were teased out. The process I followed resembled that of 

interpretative phenomenological analysis (Walby, 2013) in its interest in the construction and 

interpretation of meaning. 

My analysis of the discourses in these texts as representative of the social relations was 

informed by five of Gee’s (2005) seven building tasks of language: significance, activities, 
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Chapter 5: An Ethnographic Exploration of Fontanel as Reflected in the Discourses 

In this chapter, the discourses of general education at Fontanel College as found in the 

texts of transcripts and documents are described. I describe the committee’s review of the 

general education course outlines, known as the blitz, while exploring the problematic of the 

process as reflected in these discourses. My delineation of the discourses’ themes is 

supplemented by analysis of the themes’ construction through language using Gee’s (2005) 

framework. I subsequently characterize the dichotomous discourses that were embodied in the 

texts of the blitz. 

The Social Organization Underlying the Blitz 

The General Education (Gen Ed) committee held a blitz in early February. I held 

interviews with the two committee members who conducted a review of the two mandated Gen 

Ed courses in a traditionally vocational diploma program immediately following their 

participation in the blitz. A third committee member did not participate in the review. I also 

conducted interviews with the academic chair of the program undergoing program quality review 

(PQR), the course outline writer for one of the courses, the curriculum specialist for the program, 

the Gen Ed committee member for the faculty in which the program was situated, and a long-

serving member of the Gen Ed committee. A description of the Gen Ed course review process 

appears here; a map of the process can be found in the Appendix G. 

Although the committee also reviews general education elective courses that are offered 

to students in programs across Fontanel, I focused on the review of the mandated general 

education courses that reside within a specific program. The elective courses are offered online; 

the mandated courses, either in-class or in a hybrid (in-class and online) delivery. All students 

must pass the general education courses in their program of study to graduate with the credential. 
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A review of all the elective courses available to students, even in a specific program, was not 

feasible within the confines of this research. 

I selected the blitz to represent the operationalization of the Gen Ed policy; the 

completion of the checklist during the blitz coordinated the actions of the participants and 

functioned as the pivot point of my research. These participants constructed meanings of their 

experiences while engaged in these actions; they took for granted the effect of the local and 

extra-local happenings on this construction and the dynamic nature of their co- construction. In 

addition to the checklist, the blitz was conducted using several other documents appearing in 

Appendices B (Fontanel policy), C (Fontanel supporting document), J (outline of the steps), and 

K (form for general education feedback). These texts coordinated the sequences of the action of 

the Gen Ed committee members completing the review in an example of the textually-mediated 

social relations characteristic of those analyzed by IE methodology. These meanings were 

reflected in the discourses, characterized in the themes and in the language that constructed those 

themes.  

Discussion of the impact of these local and extra-local actions appears in Chapter 6 as a 

critical analysis of the discourses of general education in an effort to respond to the two 

questions of the problematic. This analysis and these responses explicate the social relations 

underlying the actual activities of the blitz so that the participants in those actualities better 

understand their contributions to those relations and their co-constructed reality. My theoretical 

perspective led me to focus on two questions that I perceived to be latent in the experienced 

actualities of the blitz (Smith D. E., 1987): these questions comprised the problematic of this 

institutional ethnography, as outlined in Chapter 4: what could be said and done by the 
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participants, and how the participants’ actions were bound up in ruling relations and institutional 

actions outside of their knowing. 

The Focus of the Research: The Blitz Process 

The quality assurance administrator contacts the chair of the general education committee 

with a list of programs that are scheduled to undergo PQR in the academic year, based upon an 

institutionally established five-year cycle. In conjunction with the administrator, the chair 

determines the semester in which the general education courses within these programs will be 

reviewed by the committee in an effort to balance the review workload between the two 

semesters that the committee meets. The committee is notified of the scheduling of the blitz by 

the chair. 

The committee is comprised of representatives from each school at Fontanel. These 

representatives are primarily full-time faculty who receive release time on their workload to act 

on the committee as stipulated by college policy. 

In preparation for the review, the chair divides the members of the committee into teams. 

These teams are normally comprised of three individuals, none of whom are faculty within the 

school of the program under review. One of these individuals is customarily a member of the 

committee who has experience with the blitz. The chair assigns two to three programs for each 

team to review. 

The team members then review the course outlines during a committee-wide blitz 

meeting or by collaborating online through the exchange of review documents. First, each 

reviewer confirms that, collectively, the program of study contains the general education courses 

that are required by the policy in terms of quantity and themes. Each reviewer also confirms that 

the general education course outlines in the program of study have previously been approved by 
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the committee. These details are recorded in the program’s general education PQR feedback 

form. 

Then, the reviewers examine the individual course outlines for these program-mandated 

Gen Ed courses before completing a checklist for each course. The team subsequently arrives at 

an agreement on all items on the program’s overall Gen Ed PQR feedback form and on all items 

of the checklist for each general education course that the team is reviewing in each program of 

study. One team member then forwards the completed Gen Ed PQR feedback form, paired with 

the individual course review checklists for the program, to the committee chair. This review → 

form completion → consensus → forwarding cycle is repeated by the members of the team for 

each of the two to three programs that it has been assigned to review in the blitz. 

The chair collates and summarizes the review team’s comments for each program under 

review to produce a report that is sent to the program coordinator and copied to the academic 

chair of that program, the Gen Ed committee representative from the school in which the 

program resides, the curriculum services representative for that school, the program quality 

assurance administrator, the administrator’s assistant, and the team leader of that program’s PQR 

process. 

Within two weeks of the report being emailed, the Gen Ed rep from the school in which 

the program resides emails the PQR team leader and the program coordinator to enquire if 

assistance is required to make the changes to the course outlines as recommended in the reports 

from the blitz. 

The academic chair is asked to return a scan of the signed General Education PQR 

feedback form to the Chair of the General Education Committee within two weeks of receipt of 
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the report, indicating the semester or academic year by which the changes will be made for 

course delivery and, if applicable, reflected within the annual curriculum review process. 

I have included a map of this process in Appendix G, a copy of the checklist in Appendix 

H, an outline of the steps in the Gen Ed PQR review process as used by the committee members 

in Appendix I, and the form for general education PQR feedback in Appendix J.  

Identification of the Themes in the Data 

I identified primary and secondary themes in the data through a reading of the fifteen 

entry-level and second-level interview transcripts and documents. The first two transcripts 

comprised entry-level data in IE terms; the other thirteen, second-level data. I have included a 

copy of the interview schedule in the Appendix F. I highlighted key words and phrases to 

support and supplement the list of emergent themes. The process I followed resembled that of 

interpretative phenomenological analysis (Walby, 2013) in its interest in the construction and 

interpretation of meaning. 

I coded the interview transcripts of the first two committee members as B1 and B2. The 

transcripts of the five process-oriented interviews with local informants were coded as B3, B4, 

B5, B6, and B7; the transcripts of the five context-oriented interviews with past and present local 

informants were coded as A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5; and the transcripts of the three interviews 

with the two extra-local informants were coded as M1, M2, and M3. I used this coding method to 

balance the protection of anonymity that I promised to the informants with the attribution of 

quotations. This attribution was important for two reasons: to give primacy to the texts over my 

preconceptions, and to ensure that no one text dominated the analysis of the discourses. 

Emergent Themes in the Entry-Level Data: The First Two Interviews. The interview 

transcripts of the two committee members who conducted a Gen Ed course review, in 
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conjunction with a review of the checklist and the other texts from the blitz, comprised the entry-

level data. I observed two pairs of themes in these transcripts: a defensiveness of the value of 

general education by the informants in the face of the negative perception of general education 

from the students’ perspective, and a sense of certainty in the review process, paired with a shaky 

sense of confidence in shared understandings on which the blitz depended.  

The informants insisted that the general education courses “serve a very useful 

function… They help the students think in a more critical way than the other courses that they 

take” (B1) – courses for students “to think outside the box. Not learning how to do something. 

But learning how to think. Think critically. Perceive the environment around them” (B1). One 

informant said:  “I think what they’re looking at is broadening the students’ civil life and looking 

at making sure that the students … have another chance to look at life in another way” (B2). One 

informant summed up the contribution of Gen Ed courses in this way: “I do see the value in it, 

regardless” (B1). 

In terms of societal contribution, the informants felt that the courses permitted the 

students to “maybe know a little bit more about their place in society … I think that Gen Ed is at 

least attempting to open their eyes to that sort of thing” (B1). They felt “it’s not trying to teach 

you all the time about how to write this proper document, but it’s more your place in society as 

an individual, in the professional workforce” (B2). Furthermore, Gen Ed helps a student “to 

function in society and look at new endeavors that they could bring in for purposes of updating 

… with technologies changing so quickly … some of the courses can become redundant” (B2).  

However, the informants emphasized the dislike of general education courses by Fontanel 

students: “I find that the students see the Gen Ed courses as primarily a waste of time” (B1). 

They spoke of the difficulty of selling the courses to students and of the efforts to make them 
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appealing: “So that’s part of our mandate, to ensure that we have courses that are interesting to 

students” (B1).  

Even as they defended the value of general education in the face of student disinterest, 

these informants expressed confidence in the blitz:  

At which point we try to ensure that these courses try to reflect that sort of a mandate, 

that is, as it’s set forth to us. It isn’t much of a debate. It’s like, is this happening, is it not 

happening …, trying to ensure that a course is non-vocational. (B1) 

Yet underlying this confidence in the process was a lack of clarity around the definition, 

purposes, and aims of general education: 

The definition of Gen Ed is not the same from person to person. I don’t even know if my 

understanding of Gen Ed is the appropriate understanding of it. I think it is, but I also 

know that another person might completely disagree with me …  I find it’s extremely 

variant in terms of what a Gen Ed is, what the purpose of it is, positivity towards Gen Ed 

courses is extremely variant... Because if we can’t agree on what a GenEd is, then it’s 

sort of a nonstart. (B1) 

Refinement of Themes Resulting from the Second-Level Data: The Next Thirteen 

Interviews. Second-level data collection consisted of interviews with twelve informants on the 

basis of their involvement with and knowledge of the Gen Ed policy and its application to the 

PQR process at Fontanel and in the wider setting of MTCU and the Ontario College Quality 

Assurance Service (OCQAS). Five of these informants were involved in some way in February’s 

blitz; five were involved in a past or present capacity with implementation of the policy on a 

local level; and two were involved in an extra-local capacity with policy implementation. I 
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vocational course. On the other hand, learning about something different is not a bad 

thing, at least in my book. (B3) 

The theme of societal contribution that I initially identified was carried through here, as it was 

felt that Gen Ed provided graduates an opportunity to gain breadth and depth of knowledge 

outside of their area of study: general education “address(es) the issue that we’re doing more 

than just training people” (B3). One informant summarized the policy in this way: “the external 

stakeholders throughout the province have decided to make you a better person in the community 

– you need these courses” (B6). Another informant said they were “Something to broaden their 

horizons … They’re supposed to provide the opportunity for a student to explore different things, 

reflect on how they feel about certain things” (B3).  

Some confirmation regarding the graduates’ contribution to society and a sense of their 

place within it appeared in this informant’s response: 

… the idea of the students increasing their own awareness of self, society, and developing 

the ability to formulate intellectual opinions. To question things, to just … become a 

more whole, more productive citizen overall, is certainly tied in there with some of the 

goals with respect to that… I think ones where students are asked to reflect and think 

about how these types of things affect society, and how it can have profound influences 

in society as well. So, thinking about the bigger picture with respect to their learning, 

their place in society. (B7) 

The theme of shaky assurance related to the process of reviewing the courses that I had initially 

perceived in the entry-level data became more dominant in these transcripts. The informants 

seemed to express less confidence in what one termed a “flawed” review process: 
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people who know their trade very well, but know very little about how society works, how they 

fit in. They don’t know anything about how people think beyond themselves, so it’s time to give 

them a bit of breadth” (A4) … “that’s where the GenEd piece came in, trying to make the 

graduate a more well-rounded worker and citizen of Ontario” (A3). 

A requirement for re-employability on graduates’ parts was more apparent as a theme in 

these interviews. Informants spoke of students going to jobs “that will require more than just 

doing some sort of routine labour … And then you get the shift in the global workplace” (A1) 

where students need to be re-employable if that shift affects them: “but then your skills become 

outdated” (A3). 

There also seemed to be more recognition in these discourses of the part that the language 

itself played in how the policy was activated: 

… writing the description so that it was a mirror of the theme descriptor. So that you 

caught the language from the policy in there. Which were very closely written with the 

sociocultural. So you picked up the language and carried it through. (A1) 

It’s pretty simple. We’ve got a review checklist, which we’ve modified because we felt 

that the language was still a little bit obscure. Even members of the committee who were 

new didn’t understand what the point was. So, we’ve modified them to be as transparent 

and crystal clear as we could. (A4) 

And the checklist that was originally developed and modified a couple of times would be 

used … we did the first couple as a group to get a sense of how people were interpreting 

the checklist, and then we had individuals, two or three depending on how many we had 

to work with, independently score the courses against the checklist, and then compared 

their findings. (A5) 
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The theme of cynicism and frustration with General Education courses revealed itself further, 

with subthemes of illusion and questions of honesty: 

So you’d look at a course, and see if it is was leaning more towards the humanities, the 

social sciences, it was probably a GenEd. If not, it was probably dressed up as a GenEd, 

but not really.(A1) 

You know, I used to be think passionately that it was good. Now I don’t know that it 

makes that much of a difference. (A3) 

The stories about how this evolved are little fairy tales that people tell them in order to 

sell them this difficult concept. They still don’t buy in. They don’t think that the students 

need to be balanced or broadly based. (A4) 

A sense of hollow efficiency pervaded these discourses: 

It was more of a checklist … do you have these bits, rather than are these truly GenEd 

courses. (A1). 

And the GenEd curriculum committee is there to ensure that our GenEd courses are 

GenEd. .. To vet courses against their checkbox. I think one of my problems with the 

checkbox … is that it intends to be a checkbox more about structure and what it isn’t, as 

opposed to … elaborating on what it’s supposed to be. (A2) 

But by and large, it seemed to go into a black hole. I wasn’t sure that great changes were 

made. (A3) 

Nobody’s actually checking to make sure that what they’re saying is done ...is actually 

visible. (A4) 

The unease that informants felt regarding their role, extending to a sense of culpability, was 

reflected in the transcripts: 
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And I didn’t care about the context … the context was the faculty’s responsibility. Not 

mine… there’s a line there. And you just don’t go over that. (A2) 

There was a question there of who should own general education. So, general education 

became everybody’s job, but really nobody’s job in terms of following up and … so the 

GenEd committee really became the advocate for general education. (A5) 

In these transcripts, a theme of force and aggression was more evident as one informant 

described the imposition of general education courses within programs of study:  

And I described myself as having armor and going around, presenting at department 

meetings and offering to assist with the developing the course outlines, identifying which 

courses would be GenEd. (A3) 

A lot of people embraced the idea of general education, but were reluctant to give up 

precious program hours that were aligned with the vocational component. (A5) 

This theme extended even further to concepts of ownership and questionable ethics “it’s because 

we’re trying to sneak (the courses) in to students” (B4). The imposition of general education was 

portrayed as a swindle, “a sort of sense of taking away from what people already valued” (A5), 

at times supplanting vocational education and core skills that students had enrolled at college to 

gain: 

Some faculty thought that it was a waste of time to teach a student that paid his or her 

good money to get a skill something outside of that. So when you then have to give up 

your precious time teaching a core skill to give them time to go and take someone’s 

elective that was not very popular. (A3). 

They’re just sort of over there, taking frivolous bird courses … who is this committee to 

come and talk to me about my course? (A3) 
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It was basically a paper exercise on the course outline, and that was it. There was always 

a dream, a fantasy maybe, that results would be looked at … but to the best of my 

knowledge, for the most part, it’s probably developed levels of paper complexity over 

time. (M1) 

The Themes of the Discourses as Constructed by the Building Tasks of Language 

In addition to exploring the themes in the texts of the transcripts and the documents, I 

also paid attention to the language acts that constructed these themes. Gee (2005) characterizes 

these acts into seven building tasks, whereby the language creates a world of activities, identities, 

and even the institution itself; I identified five tasks that corresponded most closely to the 

considerations of institutional ethnography: significance, activities, identities, connections, and 

politics. I judged that two of Gee’s (2005) building tasks, those of relationships and of sign 

systems and knowledge, were less applicable to my analysis, given their more specific 

application to the field of discourse analysis and their lack of methodological 

commensurability. During a second reading of the fifteen transcripts and the five documents used 

in the blitz, I noted these five groupings of constructive acts.  

Significance. Language was used in the texts to give meaning or value and to build layers 

of significance (Gee, 2005). The informants at the local level were highly cognizant of the 

impact of the language on their activities; the strength of the language gave value to the checklist 

and to their efforts in the review: 

It’s pretty simple. We’ve got a review checklist, which we’ve modified because we felt 

that the language was still a little bit obscure. Even members of the committee who were 
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new didn’t understand what the point was. So, we’ve modified them to be as transparent 

and crystal clear as we could. (A4) 

One informant, who read through a form during the interview to determine the outcome of a 

review, was gratified to see a checkmark in a box beside a certain word: 

And everything looks good. And apparently … so far, so good … approved … oh! It was 

approved. (B4) 

Informants recognized that they had to be cautious in the language they used to evaluate the 

courses during the review: 

And maybe softening the language a little bit, because I don’t want to ruin any 

relationships with departments … I try and make them a little bit more standardized. (A4) 

Participants in the blitz were encouraged to take the review seriously, as indicated by the 

instruction at the top of the multi-step guide prepared for the process: “Please follow these steps 

carefully to ensure that the Gen Ed Committee reports are accurate” (Appendix I). The value 

attached to the blitz was amplified by the language of the checklists and the instructions. 

Activities. Language was used to promote the recognition of engaging in a certain sort of 

activity to make clear to others what it was the informants perceived themselves to be doing. In 

this task, the language was used to have others recognize what was going on (Gee, 2005): 

And everything they’re doing gets examined, including their Gen Eds. Once a term, this 

is commonly referred to as the Gen Ed blitz, we look at all the programs that are going 

through PQR, and in our case, we look at the Gen Ed courses ... It was called a blitz for a 

reason. Because we went through a whole bunch of courses – all of us. (B3) 

And at the end of the checklist, it’s whether we approve it with the changes or it’s not 

approved. Now we send it to the Chair of the Committee. (B2) 
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We did the first couple as a group to get a sense of how people were interpreting the 

checklist, and then we had individuals, two or three depending on how many we had to 

work with, independently score the courses against the checklist, and then compared their 

findings. (A5) 

The language on the checklist itself was the most telling in this regard: each of the closed 

questions was worded so as to require a yes/no answer, accompanied by the symbols of a 

checkmark or an X (see Appendix H). Furthermore, at the bottom of the checklist, the academic 

chair was asked to “indicate the semester or academic year by which the changes will be 

actioned for course delivery” (Appendix H). The participants in the blitz needed to perceive 

themselves as making recommendations for action: the bureaucratic vagueness of the verb 

“actioned”, repeated by one of the informants in a second-level interview, permitted the 

participants to complete the review with the idea that something would happen after the blitz 

ended. 

Identities. Language was used to promote the recognition of a certain identity or role 

(Gee, 2005). In this task, the language was used to enact identities and to have others recognize 

these identities as operative. The discourses were carried through from the college policy:  

This specificity appears in (Fontanel’s) general education policy, and it states who is 

responsible for what. Senior academic administrator ensures whatever, vice president, 

whatever. So it assigns roles to these components. (M1) 

The committee chair was responsible for dividing the committee members into teams: 

And so on blitz day, we get ahead of time spreadsheets of whose doing what, and what 

you’re reviewing. And then when we get to our blitz day, we break into our teams. As a 

team, we then go through the checklist for each of the courses for each program. (B2) 
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Consensus among the team members was an important function associated with that identity: 

The committee members … try to come to an agreement on the course. (B7) 

So I make sure that they’re all on board with what’s happening. And then I ask the Gen 

Ed reps to get back to the people, the team leaders within two weeks to say, okay, you’ve 

had a chance to look at this, is there something that we can help you to do, to implement 

the correct changes. (A4) 

Team members were highly aware of the boundaries on their responsibilities: 

We provide the recommendations, and at that point, it’s back to the department to execute 

them, carry them out. (B7). 

Connections. Language was used to render certain items or acts as connected or relevant 

to other things in the review process (Gee, 2005). Things were not inherently connected; these 

connections of relevance between the local and the extra-local were made through language, 

permitting me to map the process and to become aware of connections (and, for that matter, 

discourses) beyond it: 

The Ministry has decided that we, as colleges, have to teach students to not just be 

educated in vocational aspects. (B1) 

And then my understanding is, there are yearly reports that are sent to the program 

quality review office, identifying what action has been taken and what the status is. (A5) 

The connection between participating in the review process and helping Fontanel to be compliant 

was emphasized by the PQR feedback form: one either selected the option, upon reviewing the 

mandated Gen Ed courses in the program of study, that the program was Compliant or Non-

Compliant, with no option in between.  
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Politics. Language was used to convey a perspective on the distribution of social goods 

such as guilt or blame (Gee, 2005). The phrasing of the language had implications for elements 

such as perceived culpability on the part of the informants.  

One informant, when queried, felt the need to emphasize sincerity: 

If I’m being honest? Nothing. I never had anyone follow up. Ever … I’ll send the email 

out. I don’t think I’ve ever even received a response … there are typically some of the 

people that do nothing. Because we do get the courses back, say in a year, and they’re the 

same. (B1) 

What I don’t know, and what I don’t know that anybody knows or anybody’s been able 

to tell me, because this has come up: is there a deadline for these changes to be made? … 

I don’t know if anything says, anything that’s got any teeth, anyway, is that you have to 

have these changes made … I don’t know that there’s anything in place, you need to have 

your Gen Ed courses fixed by, or you need to have something resubmitted …I don’t 

know there’s anything in there that does that. (B3) 

Another informant made an effort to explain a lack of knowledge regarding the process on a lack 

of tenure on the committee: 

I don’t know whether I’ve seen that part of the process or not. I may not have been here 

long enough to see that part of the process. (B5) 

Through carefully veiled phrasing, one informant disclosed knowledge of the process while 

having been a participant: 

To the best of my knowledge? The PQR report is strictly internal. It (stays) within the 

organization. And now you’re back in organizational will. Is the chair going to make a lot 
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of changes? Is the chair not going to make a lot of changes? Is anyone going to get angry 

if the chair does or does not make a lot of changes? (M1) 

Another informant acknowledged the lack of a mechanism to ensure that the process yielded the 

results that the policy had intended: 

I mean, there was monitoring, but there was no stick. No way of ensuring compliance. 

(M2) 

These informants appeared to express some unease over the process; whether that unease 

stemmed from a sense of blameworthiness or an inability to answer or account for action or 

personal or institutional inaction is not fully understood. 

A Language Act In Addition to the Building Tasks 

One language act, however, defied classification into any single one of the building tasks: 

the way in which the informants turned the phrase of general education itself into a verb: 

So courses were GenEdified, not ever really created with the policy in mind, just kind of 

got a rubber stamp of GenEd. (A1) 

In one exchange with an informant, I tried to unpack the understanding behind the use of this 

language: 

Informant: My question is: are our GenEd courses as GenEd-y as they should be? If you 

know what I mean. 

Interviewer:  I have to probe more, because I can’t rely on any of my assumptions about 

what you mean. So what do you mean? 

Informant: That they’re not GenEd-y enough? 

Interviewer: Yes, that they’re not GenEd-y enough. What is it to be GenEd-y enough? 

(A2) 
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The informant subsequently changed the direction of the interview, precluding my ability to 

probe further. At other times, the informants turned the phrase of general education into an 

adjective: 

Basically, the Ministry said, nope. Whoever was in charge of GenEd then, said, they’re 

not GenEd. So then we had to make them more GenEd-y. (A1) 

Whereas, you know, initially it was, okay, we’ll take this course, and let’s just call it 

GenEd. Alright? The phrase was make it GenEd-able. (M2) 

These constructions constituted an abbreviated understanding that the participants in the process 

shared; the language act denoted obedience, on the part of the local participants, to the policy:  

You had to have a GenEd policy. And let’s see how compliant you are. And in cases 

where the policy didn’t exist, or compliance was not 100%, those things got noted in the 

public report. And it affected how the ratings for the college were determined. And so, 

colleges who didn’t … weren’t compliant with their own policy around GenEd, and were 

deemed to be … it was noted. And they were given recommendations, you’ve got to 

change this, you’ve got to become compliant before we come back again. (M2) 

A course was GenEd-able if language could be added to it to get the rubber stamp of 

approval. If you were GenEdifying a course, you were making it fit into the guidelines. If it was 

GenEd-y enough, it was approved and Fontanel was compliant. Perceived compliance was the 

greatest virtue of them all, as emphasized by these informants: 

So if you didn’t have good GenEd policy, you weren’t compliant with an area, you 

weren’t going to get high ratings. You weren’t going to meet that criteria. Subsequently, 

over the years, that has … those five quality criteria have changed to six what are now 

called quality standards. And so there are now six standards against which a college is 
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evaluated. And then this was all in the lead-up to moving to an accreditation, an 

institutional accreditation system. And then we said, it’s no longer just a characteristic. 

These are now standards you have to meet. (M2) 

Because last time (the audit) was done, (Fontanel) was the only school to get thumbs up 

on all five criteria, so we were literally the best, the most compliant of all the colleges, 

with the legislation, so they want to keep that. (A4) 

It appeared that this language act comprised a building task that spanned all categories: 

significance, activities, identities, connections, and politics; I discuss its significance further in 

Chapter 6. 

Dichotomous Discourses in the Texts of the Interviews and the Documents 

After a third reading of the texts, I identified two broad continuums of dichotomous 

discourses based upon the themes and the language acts: a scholastic authoritarian-humanist 

spectrum, and a pragmatist-idealist spectrum. The discourses containing the scholastic 

authoritarian or utilitarian thread emphasized the college’s implied contract with its students to 

train them for employment in a narrow perspective; general education was seen to, in many 

ways, contravene this contract: as one informant positioned the perspective: “I’m not taking 

vocational time away from my students so they can learn about Wine, Food, and Culture” (A3).  

In contrast, the humanist thread focused on the value and agency of the individual 

student; general education was perceived to provide an opportunity for students to engage in 

critical or reflective thought while creating a citizenry capable of engaging in the life of their 

communities: 

The idea of general education … was to engage learners in the society around them and 

in their own growth and change. (A5) 
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I think it makes you a more informed citizen. I really do believe that, so that you might 

think more critically about everything from, you know, political news, social news, 

valuing the world around you, making decisions about life. (A3) 

In terms of the second continuum, the discourses containing the thread of pragmatism focused on 

the practical, accepting the reality of a world as it is, unquestioning of what may have been 

behind general education in terms of intent or assumptions. One informant, commenting from the 

perspective of the committee acting as an enforcement body of the Gen Ed policy – informally 

equating the Gen Ed committee with the ‘Gen Ed police’, a term used colloquially by A2, A3, 

A5, and M2 -- stated: 

So it’s easy if you’re going to be the police to simply have a checklist. Just what they 

have. Not to say that’s a bad thing. If I may, in our neoliberal, postmodern society, 

checklists seem to be what everyone lives for. (A2) 

The discourses containing the thread of idealism alluded to the necessity of educating students 

who were capable of questioning the issues, values, and morals behind commonly accepted 

practices and the basic assumptions upon which our society is built: 

Our students are going to go out there, and they’re going to vote for politicians, and 

they’re going to have an impact on public policy, and they’re going to react when the city 

says, you need to recycle, and this is why you need to recycle … it’s desirable for them to 

look at a situation and to be able to think about it. When they graduate from here, they’re 

going to be getting into areas of life they’ve never had to explore on their own before. 

They’re going to become spouses, and parents, and homeowners. (B3) 

These dichotomous discourses reflected the ways in which the participants’ actions were 

connected and bound up in ruling relations outside of their knowing. Things were not inherently 
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connected; these connections of relevance between the local and the extra-local were made 

through language, permitting me to map the process and to become aware of these connections 

as representative of agency and power. These forces are further discussed from a critical 

poststructural perspective in Chapter 6. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I described the discourses of general education at Fontanel College 

through data gathered from texts of transcripts and documents using the methodology of 

institutional ethnography. I explored the problematic of the process, and I depicted the review of 

the general education course outlines by the committee. My discovery of the themes in the texts 

was supplemented by an identification of the construction done by the language using Gee’s 

(2005) framework. The characterization of the dichotomous discourses permitted me to trace the 

institutional workings and to produce a map of the particular general education course outline 

review process that I had identified as exemplifying these workings. The development of such a 

map reinforced my focus on the institution as the subject of the ethnography. 
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Chapter 6: From the Critical Moment to the Constructive Moment in the Critical Analysis 

of the Discourses 

In this chapter, I review my theoretical perspective before critically and constructively 

analyzing the discourses of general education at Fontanel that were explored in Chapter 5. I 

address the problematic through discussion of the discourses’ themes, language acts, and threads, 

relating my analysis to the context of the Ontario college system, the history of the general 

education policy, and understandings of the policy’s definition and purpose. I close the chapter 

with a discussion of the ethical considerations of the research. 

Reviewing my Theoretical Perspective 

As discussed in Chapter 3, three lenses informed my approach to the research: the 

interpretive, the critical, and the poststructural. Through the lens of interpretivism, I sought to 

understand the fundamental nature of the social world as it was constructed through a pastiche of 

informants’ realities at this level of subjective experience. These multiple realities were reflected 

in the multiplicity of discourses, representing perceptions and constructions of meaning that 

resulted from the informants’ frames of reference. 

By virtue of Kincheloe, McLaren, and Steinberg’s (2011) definition, I also pursued this 

research as a criticalist who assumes the fundamental mediation of thought through socially and 

historically constituted power relations, the centrality of language to the formation of subjectivity 

and awareness, and the reproduction of oppression and its supporting systems through the 

acceptance of social status.  

I came to understand that the participants in the blitz at Fontanel were not necessarily 

subjugated by these relations; if they were, they were implicated in their subjugation. The 
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question that then arose is whether the students who were governed by the general education 

policy are subjugated in some way.  

Ontologically, I defended the poststructural lens’ deconstructionist anti-realism on the 

instability that I saw in the language acts and the discourses of general education: “There can be, 

therefore, no reality posited beyond the text with reference to which meaning can be stabilized 

among different subjects” (Smith D. E., 1999, p. 100). Those who conceived of the policy may 

have engaged in one discourse, those who wrote the policy another, academic administrators 

another, and committee members yet another. This multiplicity of discourses and language acts 

represented more than one reality from a poststructural perspective in what was, ultimately, a 

“deceitful stasis” (Smith D. E., 1999, p. 75). 

Epistemologically, my goal as a poststructuralist was to make explicit the discourses that 

formed that knowledge, “a formation subjected to and limited by historical and sociocultural 

assumptions, conditions, and power relations” (Stinson, 2009, p. 511). However, in a more 

cynical turn from criticalism, there was no ultimate explanation to be provided in “perfect maps” 

(Smith R. , 2010): “Meaning is always postponed … It can never be finalized: there is no 

‘closure’, no point at which meaning is established once and for all” (Smith R. , 2010, p. 146). 

Furthermore, not only was the knowledge discursively formed, so were the informants: “the 

discursively constituted subject redefines the person as a subject rather than as an individual” 

(Stinson, 2009, p. 501).  

The informants’ participation in the discourses took the form of continuous construction 

and deconstruction. The checklist’s materiality affected the knowledge creation by the 

discourses’ participants in a dynamic, cross-fertilizing way (Luke, 1995). As discussed in 

Chapter 3, my goals for this research could be considered as a progression: as an interpretivist, to 
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Multidiscursivity. The discourses consisted of recurrent statements and wording across 

texts (Foucault, 1972); they marked out systems of meaning, knowledge, and belief that were 

tied to ways of knowing the world and determining modes of action (Gee, 2005). However, these 

discourses could not necessarily be characterized as exclusive or distinct from each other. 

Instead, the discourses of general education “operate with different degrees of unity and disunity 

and at different levels of specificity” (Luke, 1995). 

Many of the informants engaged in more than one discourse within the same interview. 

For example, a humanist thread appeared early in one transcript, followed by a pragmatic thread:  

From my perspective, it’s largely a holdover of that classic idea of postsecondary 

education is that we’re not necessarily creating or training workers, but rather, we’re 

creating citizens. We’re creating thinkers, we’re creating people who can participate in 

the civilized world and civilized discourse. (B5) 

Whether the committee then receives a modified outline. I hope we would. My 

understanding is that we don’t. I think our part of the process is complete once we 

complete the blitz and submit those checklists. (B5) 

Similarly incongruous threads could be perceived as present in other transcripts. One informant 

opened the interview in support of general education consistent with the idealistic thread (“it … 

addresses the issue that we’re doing more than just training people … something to broaden their 

horizons”), only to speak less supportively of the inclusivity of citizenship education later on in 

the interview:  

The broader their worldview is, the better equipped they’re going to be. But Tech and 

Trades is a little different … (B3) 
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The texts of the transcripts and the documents were multidiscursive: they drew from a range of 

discourses, fields of knowledge, and voices (Luke, 1995). I have provided these examples of 

multidiscursivity not as a way of discrediting my informants; rather, these examples may be 

attributable to these informants’ ability to simultaneously hold multiple perspectives or realities. 

This adaptive ability on the part of informants permits them to enact their roles within the 

institution as mediated by the discourses while holding views that may be in contradiction with 

the institutional policies – essentially, to function locally within the institution while being 

subjected to the effects of the extra-local. The informants’ ability to engage in and co-construct 

these textually-mediated social relations and realities may be considered essential to the 

institutional functioning and the informants’ survival.  

As the participants engaged in their everyday activities supporting the operationalization 

of the general education policy, including taking part in the blitz, they engaged in this 

constructive-deconstructive-reconstructive activity through discourses that were “continually 

relocated and regenerated in everyday texts” (Luke, 1995, p. 15). This assertion can be extended 

even further: while the texts of general education were multidiscursive, so conversely were the 

discourses multitextual. This dynamic cross-pollination was exhibited in the adoption of 

terminology from one discourse and one text to another, leading to a complex multidiscursive, 

multitextual process of meaning construction to enable local action informed by the extra-local. 

Addressing the Problematic 

I attempted to tease apart the institutional speech acts and the textually mediated actions 

that they supported, for each of these acts comprised a social action representing the interests of 

particular social institutions (Luke, 1995). The second question of the problematic was premised 

upon the political nature of the blitz: how were the participants’ actions bound up in ruling 
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relations and institutional actions outside of their knowing? I address this question through 

discussion of the discourses’ themes, language acts, and threads, relating my analysis to the 

context of the Ontario college system, the history of the general education policy, and 

understandings of the policy’s definition and purpose.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, the perspective on a characterization of general education as 

breadth in a technical-education model such as that found in Ontario’s college system depends 

on one’s perspective on vocational education: that of social efficiency, social inclusion, or 

revisionism (Hyslop-Margison, 2001). Here, I relate the discourses to these perspectives. 

The Social Efficiency Perspective. This functionalist perspective on vocational 

education relies on the objective of fulfilling national economic potential. Some of the discourses 

of general education at Fontanel spoke of the need for lifelong learners, an optimistic phrase that 

can be perceived to mean re-employable workers to fit the needs of the economy and its 

employers. The spectre of re-employment was apparent: informants spoke of students going to 

jobs “that will require more than just doing some sort of routine labour … And then you get the 

shift in the global workplace” (A1) where students need to be re-employable if that shift affects 

them: “but then your skills become outdated” (A3). 

The discourses of the utilitarian thread echoed this functionalist perspective: “You come 

here, you get trained for your job, you leave, you get your job. And that’s how we promote the 

college. But we don’t actually follow through with that” (B4).   

The discourses of the pragmatic thread also mirrored this perspective: 

General education, I think, is seen more to help create citizens, neighbours, self, more 

than supporting employment directly. And so it doesn’t … I think that’s been a struggle 

for general education in the colleges which see themselves as employment-oriented. That 
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see our learners’ goals as being employment-oriented. It’s been an issue, because it 

doesn’t fit as clearly there. (A5) 

The Social Inclusion Perspective. This liberal perspective on vocational education relies 

on the objective of integrating economically disadvantaged students; this perspective assumes 

that such integration is positive. Some of the discourses on general education echoed this 

perspective:  “I think what they’re looking at is broadening the students’ civil life and looking at 

making sure that the students … have another chance to look at life in another way” (B2). 

The discourses of the humanist thread reflected this perspective: general education was 

perceived to provide an opportunity for students to participate in critical or reflective thought 

while creating a citizenry capable of engaging in the life of their communities: 

The idea of general education … was to engage learners in the society around them and 

in their own growth and change. (A5) 

I think it makes you a more informed citizen. I really do believe that, so that you might 

think more critically about everything from, you know, political news, social news, 

valuing the world around you, making decisions about life. (A3) 

One informant exemplified this perspective when speaking of the potential for general education 

“to ensure some sort of cultural literacy among the students graduating from a technical college” 

(B5), and reflected optimistically that the general education  

Seems to come into opposition with the large mandate of a technical college which is to 

train students in technical skills. So, there seems to be … I wouldn’t say a juxtaposition, 

maybe an alignment of those two philosophies of postsecondary education: the technical 

aspect and the more humanistic approach (B5) 
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The Revisionist Perspective. This more radical perspective on vocational education is 

explicitly critical of the assumptions supporting both the social efficiency and the social 

inclusion perspectives: “Revisionists challenge traditional vocational education on the grounds 

that it represents a calculated strategy … to reproduce social divisions and consolidate 

ideological control over working class students” (Hyslop-Margison, 2001, p. 12). This 

perspective on vocational education, and on the general education within this stream, requires 

evidence that the motivation of social reproduction and ideological control exists; the discourses 

of general education contained evidence of the ongoing reproduction of these social divisions: 

The general education piece was seen as bringing to the table something more properly 

belonged in university or high school, that colleges weren’t about educating the citizen 

(A3) 

Exploring the Discourses 

From a criticalist stance, I explored the discourses from this more radical perspective; I 

attempted to intervene in the institution’s flow of talk and texts from three related assumptive 

bases: the manufacture of (re-) employable workers, the production of good citizens, and the 

perpetuation of social structures. I go on to argue that these bases become closely and even 

causally linked. 

The Manufacture of (Re-) Employable Workers. Echoes of the need to generate 

productive workers while simultaneously maximizing employment opportunities for the labour 

force appeared in these discourses of general education through the themes, threads, and 

language acts. Several issues with this two-pronged intention are identifiable: the diminishment 

of general education, the concept underlying lifelong learning, and the belief in the inevitable 

effects of globalization on the stability of labour markets. 
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The tidy but flawed bundling of general education and employability skills discussed in 

Chapter 2 translates into cross-curricular competencies that are premised as preparation for 

challenges such as employment instability and occupational transition. However, this collapse of 

several elements into one essentially equates general education to critical thinking and renders it 

a bounded skill that can be taught, as a career-specific skill might, rather than as a cognitive 

competency that can be developed. This rendering diminished the breadth that general education 

was originally intended to bring to vocational credentials. 

Underlying the linkage of general education to lifelong learning is a notion of 

instrumental or inter-occupational flexibility for purposes of labour market adaptability, masking 

an ideological agenda where employability skills are dressed up as liberal education. To follow 

this line of thinking is to recognize the tricky balance between training graduates for immediate 

occupational fit, all the while being concerned with preparation for longer-term cross-

occupational mobility. While students might need sufficient exposure to sufficient general 

education content to provide the foundation for lifelong learning, in other words, re-

employability, the degree of sufficiency then becomes perpetually in question, given that this 

insurance for re-employability takes time away from learning vocational skills for employment 

directly upon graduation. This focus on continuous learning for productive workers as the 

platform for the inclusion of general education appeared in many documents that contributed to 

the current general education policy, including the Vision 2000 report (Ontario Council of 

Regents for Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology, 1990). This ongoing issue of sufficiency 

within an instrumentally vocational credential was reflected in one informant’s words: “In 

respect to Gen Ed, are you supposed to learn something, or are you supposed to learn to talk 

about things?” (M1). 
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This employability skills discourse as characterized by Hyslop-Margison and Sears 

(2006) stems from the need to update skills in the face of redundancy, premised upon a human 

capital perspective, whereby the primary goal of vocational education is to prepare students for 

projected labour market conditions that they cannot hope to shape, “viewing students as passive 

learners being prepared for globalization” (Hyslop-Margison, 2001, p. 68). The issue with this 

discourse is two-fold. Firstly, this need for updating of skills in the face of the threat of 

obsolescence ignores the difference between social reality and natural reality (Hyslop-Margison 

& Sears, 2006). Secondly, because of the history of general education in terms of Ontario’s 

policies for general education, the stakeholders who may have been best served were those 

primarily concerned with protecting the interests of industry and business – possibly at odds with 

the best interest of either graduates or, more widely, with the interests of a democratic society 

(Hyslop-Margison & Sears, 2006).  

The selection of a post-secondary technical education model by Ontario in the 1960s 

completed the province’s vocational streaming curriculum at the secondary level; in spite of its 

original idealistic positioning as a component of cognitive breadth, general education may have 

come to be used for re-vocationalization and adaptation to an inevitably shifting global economy. 

In this way, general education could be perceived as meta-vocational education – training for the 

needs of any and all occupations that might result from the volatility of the global labour market, 

the quintessential training of the passive, adaptable, and compliant employee – the ultimate in 

responsivity on students’ part to the needs of employers. 

The Production of Good Citizens. The stated purpose in 2005 of general education in 

the Ontario college system was “to contribute to the development of citizens who … are able to 

contribute thoughtfully, creatively, and positively to the society in which they live and work” 
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(Ontario Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities, 2009). One informant summarized the 

policy in this way: “the external stakeholders throughout the province have decided to make you 

a better person in the community” (B6). If the general education policy was intended to provide 

citizenship education, then three issues warrant discussion: its depoliticized character, its reliance 

upon passive subjects, and its equating of the good citizen with the good person (Osborne, 2004). 

The central aim of general education stemming from the Vision 2000 report was 

preparation of students for the roles and responsibilities of citizenship. However, these roles and 

responsibilities of citizenship as they appeared in the policy seemed tightly delimited in a way 

that is characterized by Hyslop-Margison and Sears (2006): 

… narrowing in the sense that the scope of appropriate citizen involvement is limited to 

participating in current political and social structures and taming in the sense that proper 

civic engagement is seen as enhancing rather than critiquing social and political 

institutions (p. 19) 

This constrained conception of citizenship education was depoliticized in Ontario’s general 

education policy: while it positioned its intent of active and engaged participation in its courses, 

it avoided the contextualizing of citizenship in a democratic arena. The policy’s intent appeared 

to be the training of students in a sanitized or falsely context-neutral conception of citizenship, 

rather than encouraging critical thought and participation in the fullness of citizenship in a 

democratic arena, with all the rights, privileges and responsibilities thereof.  

Nowhere in the general education policy is the concept of a democratic citizen 

mentioned; Hyslop-Margison and Sears (2006) comment that more active conceptions of 

citizenship require education that is contextualized and subsequently politically empowering. 

The policy’s conception of citizenship education was more elitist and passive than 
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three related assumptive bases elaborated upon in this chapter: good citizens are produced in the 

form of (re-) employable workers so that social structures are perpetuated. 

The Constructive Moment: Generating Agency 

The second question of the problematic essentially answers the first question: what could 

be said and done by the informants was bound up in relations outside of their knowing. After 

describing these constraints through critical analysis, I moved on to a more constructive moment 

in an effort to generate agency in the discourses’ participants so that, through this research, the 

informants are able to see how the texts position them and generate the very relations of 

institutional power at work in policy (Luke, 1995).  

I began to address my preconceptions about the topic as a researcher and as a prior 

participant in the PQR Gen Ed course blitz as a member of the Gen Ed ‘police’, a term used by 

several informants (A2, A5, M2): “The ethnographer aims to be changed in this relationship, and 

it is this process of change that exposes her or his preconceptions – the preconceptions of the 

discourse or discourses in which she or he participates – to being undone” (Smith D. E., 2005, p. 

143). The chafing motivated me as I considered my preconceptions, and I committed to 

defamiliarization, conscientization, and reconfiguration as I related the analysis to the theoretical 

framework of Chapter 3, including researcher values and posture, the aim of my inquiry, and the 

nature of the knowledge that is generated.  

Defamiliarization. A critical analysis of the discourses of general education, including 

mapping the blitz process, enabled me to explore the relational understandings of the social in a 

way that was commensurate with IE. This exploration required me to make the familiar strange 

(Sears, 2015): “Before familiarity can turn into awareness the familiar must be stripped of its 

inconspicuousness; we must give up assuming that the object in question needs no explanation” 
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Figure 1: Map of General Education Review Process at Fontanel College allowing for the identification of both 
present and absent elements in the blitz. 

Thirdly, I believed that committee members shared an understanding of Fontanel’s 

general education policy (Appendix C), guided by the Lifesaver document (Appendix D). But 

when I reviewed the informants’ descriptions of the process, I saw that the blitz participants 

referred to neither Fontanel’s policy nor to this document of guidance when reviewing the course 

outlines; I was surprised to learn that they did not use them. So while both of these documents 

appeared in my literature review, they could not be used as texts for analysis of themes, 

discourse threads, and language acts, because although they were mentioned by some of the 

informants, they were not used in the blitz process by the participants who were interviewed. 

Instead, both the college policy and the Lifesaver were documents in a textual hierarchy – 
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My discomfort from my participation in and the possible perpetuation of these elements 

had motivated the research. I perceived two major contradictions embedded in the policy: the 

belated and perhaps superficial attempt to bridge the liberal-vocational divide by an overlay of 

general education in the face of longstanding beliefs in social stratification, and the notion of 

mandatory education in undemocratic citizenship in the face of a democracy positioned as 

participatory. As introduced in Chapter 2, there were many difficulties inherent in a dichotomous 

framing of vocational versus non-vocational curriculum whereby general education was, 

simplistically defined, that which was not vocational. These difficulties stemmed from the initial 

mandate of the colleges, the wider duality between the university and the college system, and the 

resultant devaluation of that which was not perceived as fitting within the character of an Ontario 

college and for the students of an Ontario college. Hyslop-Margison (2004) addresses the 

conflict inherent in the after-the-fact embedding of general education in vocational programs: 

How can a student be properly integrated into a culture – in the case of vocational 

education this represents prevailing labor market expectations and human capital 

demands – and be simultaneously encouraged to critique or potentially transform those 

norms? (p. 3) 

The apparent fruitlessness of this endeavor was echoed by several informants: 

General education, I think, is seen more to help create citizens, neighbours, self, more 

than supporting employment directly. And so it doesn’t … I think that’s been a struggle 

for general education in the colleges which see themselves as employment-oriented. That 

see our learners’ goals as being employment-oriented. It’s been an issue, because it 

doesn’t fit as clearly there. (A5) 
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So (general education was introduced) without that context of understanding or even 

belief in the bigger worldviews … for a lot of our staff, a lot of our faculty, that was not 

the case, because they didn’t come from a university system. So that kind of conversation 

wouldn’t necessarily be, that kind of language wouldn’t necessarily be part of their 

conversation. (A2) 

And so how do you take this university concept of general education and just plop it into 

the system without a lot of context? (A2) 

I had believed that Fontanel’s general education policy was intended, as was the Ministry’s, to 

increase critical consciousness on the part of students in vocational programs. This belief was 

echoed by an informant: 

The assumptions built into it were that education should not be strictly instrumental. That 

it should be the growth of a whole person, and that might have been a shift in how some 

educators in the college system in Ontario were thinking, because they were thinking of 

preparing people to do specific jobs. And out of this analysis came desire to prepare 

people to be more independent thinkers. (A3) 

The conception of general education as consciousness-raising was not realized within the 

boundaries of this analysis. 

Reconfiguration. The transformative potential of IE research comes from the character 

of the analysis it produces both in terms of maps of ruling relations and in building knowledge of 

the institutions in Western society in which these relations are perpetuated (Smith D. E., 2005).  

Poststructurally, I perceived value in my explication of the formations and the subjects as 

represented in their discourses and the language that comprises them so that I might understand 

“how knowledge, truth, and subjects are produced in language and cultural practice as well as 
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ethical consideration. This aspect was three-fold, involving my relationship to my informants and 

the positions that I and my informants held in the institution. I anticipated that different interests 

would become evident as I negotiated the approvals for the research, including varying 

expectations of results, as well as the power inherent in the ruling relations that I sought to 

investigate: “The basic dimensions of the issue … are those of the ethnographer’s power relation 

to those with whom she or he is talking and of her or his relationship to them as insider or 

outsider” (Smith D. E., 2005, p. 136).  

Interestingly, my insider status did not appear to affect the negotiation of approval for the 

research in any way, nor was there any curiosity regarding my topic, methodology, methods, or 

findings. I was treated as a graduate student from another institution, for this was the role in 

which I acted while conducting the research.  

While my insider status may have enabled me to access texts and informants more easily, 

I made it clear that I was not returning to the committee, and that at the time the interviews were 

conducted, I was not returning to employment at the college for another six months. Moreover, I 

was not in a position of seniority to any of the informants when the interviews were conducted. 

This perception on the part of informants of my status as a past member occasionally proved to 

be challenging: I had to prompt the informants to explain in more detail the process and their 

understandings of the policy, because they seemed uncomfortable telling what they thought I 

already knew: “I feel weird describing this to you when you know this already … “ (B1). I 

reflected on this informant’s anxiety in my research journal and on the data that I needed to 

gather from the perspective of institutional ethnographic research: 

Wednesday, February 10 
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I held my first interview today with B1. He was nervous for the first twenty minutes. It 

was after I turned off the tape recorder that he started really talking, so I asked his 

permission to turn it back on. He felt awkward telling me things that he thought I already 

knew. But the reality is that no one shares the same understanding of the process within 

the institution. (Research Journal) 

At times, though, unbeknownst to my informants, I was the one who felt anxious: 

Monday, February 22 

I’ve been scared about speaking to some of the experts who were originally involved in 

implementing GenEd. Not sure what I’m scared of – I’m supposed to be doing research, 

not coming to them with findings already. Perhaps I’m afraid that I won’t ask the one 

question that will reveal a tidy structuring of discourses. 

My Preconceptions Regarding the Process and The Findings. A second consideration 

was the requirement that I address my preconceptions about the topic as a researcher as a prior 

participant in the blitz: “The ethnographer aims to be changed in this relationship, and it is this 

process of change that exposes her or his preconceptions – the preconceptions of the discourse or 

discourses in which she or he participates – to being undone” (Smith D. E., 2005, p. 143). I had 

intended to explicitly record my preconceptions through an analytic technique such as a 

subjectivity audit (Peshkin, 1988) or bracketing within my field notes (Ely, Anzul, Friedman, 

Garner, & Steinmetz, 2001) as modelled by Hollenbeck (2015) to make explicit my reactions and 

responses and understandings beyond what my informants could tell me: “The objective is to 

move back and forth between discursive practice and discourses-in-practice, documenting each 

in turn, and making informative references to the other in the practice” (Holstein & Gubrium, 

2011, p. 347). 
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Instead, I documented my responses to the process in my research journal (Surman, 

2016) in an effort to expose these preconceptions: 

Wednesday, February 10 

Decisions, even small ones made consciously or unconsciously, make a difference. The 

order of the questions. The order of the interviewees. The effect of previous interviews on 

the probes. The preface to the interview. The method of transcription (Surman, 2016). 

I became highly aware the words of Booth, Colomb, and Williams: “new knowledge depends on 

what questions you ask – and don’t; how the way you present your research shapes the questions 

you can ask and how you answer them” (2008, p. 4) 

The effect of this response on the research process was three-fold. Firstly, I became more 

aware of the need to adhere to the script of the approved semi-structured questions as closely as I 

could, regardless of the experience or institutional position of the informant. Secondly, when it 

came time for analysis, I read the transcripts in two different orders to lessen the recency-

primacy effect; for the theme analysis, I read them in the groupings of type (entry-level data, 

second-level process-oriented interviews, and so on), and for the language acts analysis, I read 

them in the order that the interviews were conducted.  

Thirdly, when I transcribed the interviews, I retained every word and phrase that was 

spoken without paraphrasing, correcting grammar, or removing duplicative utterances. These 

transcripts were returned to the informants within 48 hours of the interview to increase 

opportunity for and confidence in their accuracy. Many of the informants expressed 

embarrassment upon review of their unedited transcripts, for they felt that they reflected 

disorganized thoughts or a lack of preparation. However, increased credibility and trust appeared 

to result from the prompt receipt of these unedited texts; in almost all cases, the informants 
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acknowledged receipt of the transcripts, reviewed them, and corrected for inaccuracies where 

necessary. 

My research journal disclosed many of my preconceptions: 

Wednesday, February 24 

We have moved so far away from the directive and the original translation of that 

directive. Whatever happened to the Lifesaver document that was so clear? Was there so 

much resistance that it got buried? Why so many checkboxes, so many checklists, with 

no concern as to why the actual curriculum is in place? 

Wednesday, March 16 

Had a hard time transcribing B6’s interview. Such a conflict in worldview. Insulted by 

(the) attitude (towards general education). 

I initially considered supplementing the analysis of the discourses’ themes, threads, and language 

acts with the application of a listening guide approach, also called the voice-centred relational 

method (Doucet & Mauthner, 2008). The listening guide approach would have required a 

reading of the transcripts for the voice of the I: how the informants narrated a sense of self in 

their depictions of the process. It would also have involved reading for contrapuntal voices and 

networks within each transcript, reflective of the broader social relations in which the informants 

were enmeshed.  

However, such an approach as a supplementation to IE (Walby, 2013) was 

incommensurable with discourse analysis, the method that I had already selected as more in line 

with my theoretical underpinnings – in essence, I could not use both approaches. Since they 

shared the same objective – to discover how the language of the institution emerged in the talk of 
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the informants – I subsequently decided to augment the analysis with a discussion of the 

discourses’ language acts in an effort to mediate the effect of my preconceptions. 

Protection of the Informants. A third consideration was the perception of potentially 

negative consequences for the informants (Stooke, 2004). At the outset of each interview, I 

positioned my study as an effort to understand the work done by them and its connections to 

work done by others in the blitz. Although my interview questions were focused on descriptions 

of work processes and on understandings of the policy, the informants’ perspectives also ended 

up being documented.  

One informant gave voice to such consequences from expressing perspectives: “Don’t 

mention any names … some of the information a limited number of people would have access to. 

So if X were to hear that comment, X would know it would come from me.” 

To ensure confidentiality and anonymity for the informants, I replaced identifiers with 

codes in the interview data. In addition to provision of a transcript to each informant, I accepted 

all revisions that were provided. Informants were also given a second opportunity to revise or 

withdraw portions of their interview as used as quotations in the analysis. Although given the 

opportunity, no informants exercised their option to withdraw from the study once in process. 

I attempted to retain balance between providing proof of attribution of quotations to a 

variety of the informants and ensuring confidentiality and anonymity. I devised a coding system 

whereby the interviews conducted with informants holding administrative positions were 

identified by the letter A, those conducted with informants directly involved in the blitz were 

identified by the letter B, and those holding ministry positions by the letter M; this coding system 

was described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I outlined a critical analysis of the discourses of general education at 

Fontanel that were explored in Chapter 4, extending the analysis to a discussion of the 

disjuncture and the ruling relations. I related my analysis to the context of the Ontario college 

system, the history of the general education policy, understandings of its definition and purpose, 

specifically in light of the Ontario’s technical-education model. The analysis of these constitutive 

and constructive effects of these discourses on the social took place from my interpretive critical 

poststructural stance. The chapter closed with a discussion of the ethical considerations in the 

research. 
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through language. If a course is GenEd-y enough, it is approved and Fontanel is compliant; 

perceived compliance is positioned as a virtue in these discourses. 

A progression of defamiliarization, conscientization, and reconfiguration undertaken 

from my theoretical stance relies upon the perceived validity of my research and, subsequently, 

the informants’ awareness of the unseen forces that are explored. The possible implications for 

Fontanel are several: the participants in the blitz become aware of their complicity, the college 

policy and the committee’s mandate are reviewed; the checklist and documents are revised; the 

course outlines are re-examined; and changes are made to the course outlines and, most 

importantly, to the general education offered to the students so that fundamental concepts of 

participatory democratic citizenship are provided. Explication of construction can lead to 

deconstruction and reconstruction. 

The critical analysis presented here also relies upon a focus on the mandated general 

education courses situated in a particular program as reflected in discourses. Further research 

could be undertaken upon the general education electives available to students at Fontanel in one 

or across several programs. Such results could increase the validity of this research, while 

possibly resulting in the additional provision of courses, consistent with the policy’s intent, as 

offered to students. 

Beyond Fontanel 

While the research at Fontanel is not generalizable to all Ontario colleges, it identifies 

and explains social processes that have generalizing effects (Holstein & Gubrium, 2011): 

recognition of the ways in which the policy of general education is reflected in the discourses at 

Fontanel shines a light on the intent, assumptions, and context of this policy – and what needs to 

be changed if policymakers, academic administrators, and faculty want to provide education for 
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free citizens. Subsequently, it may be argued that the contribution of the general education 

courses to the manufacture of (re-) employable workers and the production of docile citizens for 

the perpetuation of social structures could be redirected. 

The research is transferable if the explication of the ways that the policy of general 

education is reflected in discourses at one Ontario CAAT rings true to participants in other 

institutions. After all, the broader institution that is depicted in this research includes 

organizations and participants common to other colleges. Participants in general education at 

those colleges may be able to perceive ways in which their actions are bounded by the extra-local 

and tied into institutional actions arising outside their knowing (Smith D. E., 1999); they may 

choose to make changes to general education to reflect more liberal ideals. The institutional 

focus of the IE methodology contributes to its transferability: it encouraged me to remain distant 

from the informants’ narratives – and my own. Other approaches to the research, such as 

narrative inquiry, might have detracted from this opportunity. 

Further research into general education at other Ontario colleges will increase this study’s 

transferability and its ability to impart action even further. The products of such research, 

conducted using case studies, IE, critical discourse analysis, or other methodologies, will 

increase the chances of intervention in the discourses: the more multitextual the discourses 

become, the greater the opportunity for a reformulation of the policy and the ways it is 

operationalized, thereby increasing the chances of raising students’ consciousness so that they 

might more fully participate in Canadian society: “the trained technician can be a morally 

articulate autonomous citizen actively promoting democratic social ideals” (Hyslop-Margison, 

2001, p. 6). 
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Revisiting My Standpoint 

When I depicted my standpoint in Chapter 1, I attributed my troubled stance in relation to 

general education at Fontanel to internal conflict based on a self-identification of the value that I 

placed on my own liberal arts education, my perception of Fontanel’s vocational roots and 

mindset and its inconsistency with the aims of general education, and the professional ethic that I 

possessed in regards to student potential to engage in critical thought. This initial attribution was 

justified: the critical analysis of the discourses at this college reflected the dichotomies that 

persist in Ontario’s postsecondary system. 

My split discourse personality disorder (Surman, 2015) was reflected in the 

multidiscursivity that I observed in the texts. Some of the informants seemed to share the same 

disorder that I did; they gave voice to the disjuncture that emerged from the difference between 

the ruling and experiential. Our actions, bounded by the act-text-act sequence of the blitz, 

contributed to the perpetuation of the disjuncture and the prevailing social structures.  

I had ceased to be a member of the committee a year prior to beginning this research, and often 

repeated, particularly to informants, that I would not return to a general education role. The 

inconsistencies in my beliefs as I fulfilled my various Gen Ed roles was a thing of the past. I 

would, instead, opt to teach in the vocational programs that were traditionally the realm of the 

college, or in graduate certificate programs that did not include general education in the 

programs of study. My questions regarding the necessity and the value of the biannual blitz and 

the definition, nature, and curriculum of a Gen Ed course had been explored to my satisfaction. 

But something still chafed, because my standpoint had shifted. The concepts of agency 

and power that emerged from the construction and deconstruction of these discourses had 

affected me. Leaving general education behind no longer seemed to be a consequence that fit 
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with the worldview with which I had entered the exploration. Therefore, after the data was 

gathered and the writing of the dissertation underway, I moved into an academic leadership 

position where I was responsible for general education. One of the reasons I was encouraged to 

take this position was because of the research: this position provides an opportunity to make 

changes to general education. The research can simultaneously act as a destructive and 

reconstructive force; the analysis, as an intervening text with a mediating role, permits a 

redirection of the discourses – given that the analysis is available and accessible to my 

informants, a likelihood increased by my change in position in the institution. I have come to 

understand that my use of the term ‘standpoint’ was, perhaps, less than accurate, given D. E. 

Smith’s application of the term to the methodology of institutional ethnography (2005) and its 

association with standpoint theory. My ‘standpoint’ was more synonymous with ‘location’ or 

‘stance’. It is fair to say that, over time, my location had shifted internally and organizationally – 

increasing the opportunity for critical and constructive intervention. 

I have come to understand my participation and responsibility in the enactment and 

amplification of the social (Law & Urry, 2004) as a researcher and an educator differently. If I 

had the chance to conduct the research again, I would interview more informants from less 

traditionally vocational programs taking part in the blitz to enrich the value of my analysis. I 

would also interview students to better understand the discourses and the conceptions of 

subjugation. Armed with this data, I could more persuasively intervene and redirect the 

discourses using my research as text. How I come to exercise that freedom in an academic 

leadership position may form the basis of more reflexive research in an ongoing effort to resist 

institutional capture in terms of language, discourses, and actions. 
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A rallying cry for the exercise of this freedom can be found in a little booklet from 1939 

published by the Ontario College of Education: 

In Greece, it was the slaves’ task to work and the free man’s business to be the best kind 

of man. In the minds of some, there is still a fundamental difference between a liberal 

education suited to a gentleman and a vocational education suited to a workman. Today, 

it is being increasingly realized that everybody must work, and that all may attempt to 

become the best kind of men as well. Any wide separation of liberal and technical 

education leads to the impoverishment of both. (Fletcher, 1939, p. 375) 

If the intention of the general education policy was to prepare free citizens for a good life, it 

needs to be revisited so that it might cultivate independent thought, increase personal worth, and 

contribute to a truly democratic society. 
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Appendix B: Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities Binding Policy 

Directive Framework for Programs of Instruction 
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Appendix C: Fontanel’s General Education Policy 

 

AA 27    General Education Courses    
  

Classification:  Academic Affairs  
Responsible Authority:  Dean, Academic Development  

Executive Sponsor:  Vice President, Academic  

Approval Authority:  President’s Council  

Date First Approved:  2001.05.23  

Date Last Reviewed:  2012.11.07  

Mandatory Review Date:  
  
  

2017.11.07  

PURPOSE   

To comply with the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities’ Binding Policy Directive: Framework for 
Programs of Instruction which requires the inclusion of discrete General Education courses in programs 
of study   
  
SCOPE  
All Ontario College Certificate, Ontario College Diploma, Ontario College Advanced Diploma programs  
  
DEFINITIONS   

Word/Term  Definition  

Program of Study  A group of courses leading to a certificate, diploma or degree  

Academic Administrator  Program Chair, Course Chair or Academic Manager   

PLAR  Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition  

GECC  General Education Curriculum Committee   

Gen Ed  General Education  

CRC  
  
  

Curriculum Review Committee  

POLICY   



•
•
•
•
•



o

o

o
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12. Mandated General Education courses may be provided as service courses to other departments.  
  

13. Mandated General Education courses associated with a program will be reviewed on a five year 
cycle as part of the Program Quality Review. Online Elective General Education courses in the General 
Education pool are program independent and are not reviewed during Program Quality Review. Each 
Online Elective General Education pool course will be reviewed at least once every five years as part 
of the Cyclical Review of Online Elective General Education Courses.  

  
Transfer of Academic Credit/PLAR for General Education Courses  
          
14. For mandated courses, the granting of transfer of credit will be based on the successful prior 

completion of a course covering the same theme and meeting similar course learning requirements.  
The Course Chair will be responsible for assessing applications for transfer of credit.  

 
15. For elective courses, the granting of transfer of credit will be based on the nature of the course(s) a 

student has successfully completed. There are two possibilities:  
  

15.1 If the course the student wishes to use as the basis for an exemption matches a Fontanel 
College General Education elective directly, the request for transfer of credit will be sent to 
the course academic administrator for validation. Students will receive a grade of EX on 
their transcript next to the General Education elective being matched.    

  
15.2 If the course the student wishes to use as the basis for an exemption does not match 

Fontanel course learning requirements outcomes but appears to match one of the theme  
areas, the request for transfer of credit will be sent to the administrator who is responsible 
for  General Education at the student’s campus for a ruling. Unlike mandated General 
Education and  vocational courses, students can apply for a transfer of credit if the eligible 
course taken was  completed more than five years prior to their current program of study. 
Successful students  will receive a grade of EX on their transcript next to the General 
Education theme number being  matched:   

• GED0011 Arts in Society  
• GED0012 Civic Life  
• GED0013 Social and Cultural Understanding  
• GED0014 Personal Understanding  
• GED0015 Science and Technology  

  
16. Students who wish to use PLAR to challenge the General Education electives based on prior learning 

may challenge the theme areas. The Prior Learning Assessment Office and subject resource 
specialist will assess applications for credit and, where credit is recognized, assign it to  the 
appropriate theme outlined below, and enter it on the student’s transcript.     
• GED0011  Arts in Society  
• GED0012  Civic Life  
• GED0013  Social and Cultural Understanding  
• GED0014  Personal Understanding  
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• GED0015  Science and Technology  
  
17. Students who apply for transfer of academic credit must still meet the General Education breadth 

requirements. The General Education courses must cover the number of themes identified for their 
program of study. If all previous courses have been in only one theme, the student will be required 
to take one or more courses to achieve the required breadth.  

  
 

 
 

 Action  Responsibility 

1. 
1.1 

Programs of Study        

In designing or reviewing programs of study, ensure that the  
Academic Administrator combination of mandated and elective 
courses allows students access to General Education courses in 
each of the five themes:    

• Arts and Society,   
• Civic Life,   
• Social and Cultural Understanding, 
• Personal Understanding,   
• Science and Technology.  

 

1.2  Ensure that programs of study for postsecondary programs  
comply with the requirements for mandated and elective 
courses as outlined in Article 5 under Policy. 

Academic Administrator  

  

2.   
  
2.1  

    

General Education Courses    
  
Identify the one theme addressed in the General Education 
course outline when:  

a. the course is being developed,  
b. the course is first included in a Program of 
Study,  
c. the course is presented as part of the Program  
Quality review.    

   

  
Professor  

2.2   Assign the one theme of a General Education course in the  
curriculum course module of GeneSIS.  

Professor   

2.3  Deliver Mandated General Education courses, as developed,  
loaded, and scheduled.   Department responsible for 

the subject area, Professor   

PROCEDURE  
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2.4  Deliver Elective General Education courses as developed,  
loaded, and scheduled.     Department responsible for 

the subject area, Professor   

2.5  Co-ordinate and monitor centrally the elective offering of  
General Education courses.   
  

Office of the Vice  
President, Academic.  

3. Transfer of Credits -  Academic Credits      

3.1  
  
  
  
  
  

Once accepted in a full-time program, or when requesting  
transfer of credit for continuing education courses, submit an 
Application for External Transfer of Academic Credit for 
General Education Electives form (see Appendix 1) with 
English transcripts and course outlines, to the Registrar’s 
Office. An assessment fee will be charged, except where 
articulation agreements are in place.  

Student  

3.2  Assess applications for transfer of credit for mandated    
courses, based on successful completion of a course covering 
the same theme and meeting similar course learning 
requirements.    

Course Chair  

3.3 Assess applications for transfer of credit for elective 
courses, based on the nature of the course(s) a student has 
taken, previously and if the request is granted, grant the 
student a grade of EX for the General Education elective 
being matched or next to the General Education theme 
number being matched:   

• GED0011  Arts in Society  
• GED0012  Civic Life  
• GED0013  Social and Cultural Understanding  
• GED0014  Personal Understanding  
• GED0015  Science and Technology  

General Education Elective 
Coordinator, Learning and 
Teaching Services  
 

4. 
 
 

4.1 

Transfer of Credits -  Prior Learning Assessment and  
Recognition (PLAR) 
 
Assess applications for credit using PLAR and assign a 
grade of EX next to the General Education theme 
number being matched:  

• GED0011  Arts in Society 
• GED0012  Civic Life 
• GED0013  Social and Cultural Understanding  
• GED0014  Personal Understanding  
• GED0015  Science and Technology  

 
 
 
Prior Learning Assessment and 
Recognition Office and subject 
resource specialist  
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SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION  
Appendix 1 – Application for External Transfer of Academic Credit (Exemption) forms  
  
RELATED POLICIES   
AA 09  Transfer of Academic Credit (Internal)  
AA 10  Transfer of Academic Credit (External)  
AA 15  Certificates and Diplomas  
AA 39  Program Progression and Graduation Requirements  
AA 26  Course Outlines  
AA 06  Prior Learning Assessment  
AA 38  Program Quality Assurance  
RELATED MATERIALS   
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities’ Binding Policy Directive: Framework for Programs of 
Instruction. Revised: 31/07/09  
  
http://www.fontanelcollege.com/programDevelopment/Documents/Framework%20ProgramsOfInstructionJ 
uly2009.pdf  
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AA 27 : APPENDIX 1  
  

APPLICATION FOR EXTERNAL TRANSFER OF ACADEMIC CREDIT (EXEMPTION) 
FORMS  
  
Forms required to request a transfer of academic credit (exemption) are found at:   
http://www.fontanelcollege.com/RegistrarsOffice/forms/forms.htm    
  
The following form is to be completed in order to receive an exemption:  
1.   Application for External Transfer of Credit for General Education Electives  
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Appendix D: Fontanel’s Document Supporting the Policy 
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Appendix E: Interview Guide 

 
FILE NO 100842 (Rich and Surman) 
INTERVIEW GUIDE as of December 10, 2015 
 
The following questions will form the basis for the one-hour interviews being conducted a part of the 
research on the Minister’s Binding Policy Directive for the Framework for Programs of Instruction as 
revised in 2005, specifically, Appendix C as it rearticulates the requirement for General Education 
courses. This research is being conducted by Kerry Surman under the supervision of Dr. Sharon Rich as a 
requirement of Kerry’s degree requirements for a PhD in Education through Nipissing University.  
 
The responses that are provided by the participants as a result of being asked these questions will be 
expanded upon through the use of probes. This semi-structured interview technique is commonly used 
as part of the institutional ethnography methodology being followed in this study. 
 

1. From your perspective, describe the General Education policy. 
 

2. Describe your role in relation to this policy. 
 

3. Describe the documents that you use in this role that relate to this policy. 
 

4. From your perspective, describe the review process for General Education course outlines that 
relates to this policy. 
 

5. Describe any other processes for General Education course outlines in which you are involved. 
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Appendix F: Interview Schedule 

 
1. February 10, 2016: B1 
2. February 11, 2016: B2 
3. February 18, 2016: A1 
4. February 22, 2016: A2 
5. February 25, 2016: M1 
6. February 26, 2016: A3 
7. February 26, 2016: A4 
8. March 1, 2016: M2 
9. March 3, 2016: A5 
10. March 7, 2016: B3 
11. March 9, 2016: B4 
12. March 10, 2016: B5 
13. March 14, 2016: B6 
14. March 14, 2016: B7 
15. April 19, 2016: second interview of clarification with M2 
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Appendix G: Map of Blitz Process 
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Appendix H: Fontanel’s General Education Course Review Checklist 

General Education – Course Review Checklist  
(To be completed by General Education Committee reviewers) 

Course 
Number: 

 Date:  

Title:  Reviewers: General Education Committee 

Theme #:  Name of Theme:  

Date of Last 
Review: 

 Other Programs 
Course Appears In:  

 

 

Does this general education course include the following? Yes 
 

No 
x 

Comments 

1 45 hours of instruction    

2 Does the Course Description provide a student-focused 
description of the purpose, key topics, and major learning 
activities of the course? 

   

3 Does it reflect the General Education theme?    

4 Do EESs reflect General Education outcomes rather than 
Vocational Skills?  

   

5 Do CLRs and EKSs begin with active verbs and clearly describe 
measurable and realistic course learning and objectives? 

   

6 Do CLRs and EKSs reflect societal challenges in community, 
family, or contemporary life? Is there clear value beyond 
vocational interests? 

   

7 Does the course explore questions related to issues and values 
that cover at least two of the following: 
° Historical context 

° Theoretical bases 

° Ethics 

   

8 Are Learning Resources reasonable and appropriate? Have open 
online resources been considered? 

   

9 Are Learning Activities clearly described, varied, and 
appropriate? Are there opportunities for collaboration? For self-
reflection? 

   

10 Are Evaluation/Earning Credit strategies clear and detailed for 
students? Do they provide variety and opportunities for 
collaboration and self-reflection? 
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11 Do Evaluation/Earning Credit strategies support CLRs, EKSs and 
EESs? 

   

12 Are opportunities for PLAR clearly outlined?    

Comments: 

 

APPROVED  

APPROVED WITH RECOMMENDED CHANGES  

RESUBMIT WITH CHANGES FOR FURTHER 
REVIEW  

NOT APPROVED  

 

 

____________________________________  ___________________________________    
Chair Signature – Acknowledging Review  Date 

 

____________________________________ 
Date/Academic Year – Course Recommendation(s) Implementation 

(Indicate the semester or academic year by which the changes will be actioned for course delivery and, if 
applicable reflected within the Annual Curriculum Review Process) 

N.B. Please return a scan of the signed General Education PQR Feedback form to the Chair, General 
Education Committee (genedchair@fontanelcollege.com) within two weeks of receipt. 

 

  







GENERAL EDUCATION PQR FEEDBACK 

°
°

°

°
°

°
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____________________________________  ___________________________________    
Chair Signature – Acknowledging Review  Date 

 

____________________________________ 
Date/Academic Year – Course Recommendation(s) Implementation 

(Indicate the semester or academic year by which the changes will be actioned for course delivery and, if 
applicable reflected within the Annual Curriculum Review Process) 

N.B. Please return a scan of the signed General Education PQR Feedback form to the Chair, General 
Education Committee (genedchair@fontanelcollege.com) within two weeks of receipt. 

 


